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1 Introduction
Sims's seminal paper Macroeconomics and Reality (1980) argued that
procedures based on vector autoregression (VAR) would be useful to
macroeconomists interested in constructing and evaluating economic
models. Given a minimal set of identifying assumptions, structural
VARs allow one to estimate the dynamic effects of economic shocks.
The estimated impulse response functions provide a natural way to
choose the parameters of a structural model and to assess the empirical
plausibility of alternative models.
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To be useful in practice, VAR-based procedures must have good sam-
pling properties. In particular, they should accurately characterize the
amount of information in the data about the effects of a shock to the
economy. Also, they should accurately uncover the information that is
there.
These considerations lead us to investigate two key issues. First, do
VAR-based confidence intervals accurately reflect the actual degree of
sampling uncertainty associated with impulse response functions? Sec-
ond, what is the size of bias relative to confidence intervals, and how
do coverage rates of confidence intervals compare with their nominal
size?
We address these questions using data generated from a series of
estimated dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models. We
consider real business cycle (RBC) models and the model in Altig, Chris-
tiano, Eichenbaum, and Linde (2005) (hereafter, ACEL) that embodies
real and nominal frictions. We organize most of our analysis around
a particular question that has attracted a great deal of attention in the
literature: How do hours worked respond to an identified shock? In the
case of the RBC model, we consider a neutral shock to technology. InChristiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
the ACEL model, we consider two types of technology shocks as well
as a monetary policy shock.
We focus our analysis on an unavoidable specification error that
occurs when the data generating process is a DSGE model and the
econometrician uses a VAR. In this case the true VAR is infinite ordered,
but the econometrician must use a VAR with a finite number of lags.
We find that as long as the variance in hours worked due to a given
shock is above the remarkably low number of 1 percent, VAR-based
methods for recovering the response of hours to that shock have good
sampling properties. Technology shocks account for a much larger frac-
tion of the variance of hours worked in the ACEL model than in any
of our estimated RBC models. Not surprisingly, inference about the
effects of a technology shock on hours worked is much sharper when
the ACEL model is the data generating mechanism.
Taken as a whole, our results support the view that structural VARs
are a useful guide to constructing and evaluating DSGE models. Of
course, as with any econometric procedure it is possible to find exam-
ples in which VAR-based procedures do not do well. Indeed, we pres-
ent such an example based on an RBC model in which technology
shocks account for less than 1 percent of the variance in hours worked.
In this example, VAR-based methods work poorly in the sense that
bias exceeds sampling uncertainty. Although instructive, the example
is based on a model that fits the data poorly and so is unlikely to be of
practical importance.
Having good sampling properties does not mean that structural
VARs always deliver small confidence intervals. Of course, it would be a
Pyrrhic victory for structural VARs if the best one could say about them
is that sampling uncertainty is always large and the econometrician will
always know it. Fortunately, this is not the case. We describe examples
in which structural VARs are useful for discriminating between com-
peting economic models.
Researchers use two types of identifying restrictions in structural
VARs. Blanchard and Quah (1989), Gali (1999), and others exploit the
implications that many models have for the long-run effects of shocks.
2
Other authors exploit short-run restrictions.
3 It is useful to distinguish
between these two types of identifying restrictions to summarize our
results.
We find that structural VARs perform remarkably well when identi-
fication is based on short-run restrictions. For all the specifications that
we consider, the sampling properties of impulse response estimatorsAssessing Structural VARs
are good and sampling uncertainty is small. This good performance
obtains even when technology shocks account for as little as 0.5 per-
cent of the variance in hours. Our results are comforting for the vast
literature that has exploited short-run identification schemes to iden-
tify the dynamic effects of shocks to the economy. Of course, one can
question the particular short-run identifying assumptions used in any
given analysis. However, our results strongly support the view that if
the relevant short-run assumptions are satisfied in the data generating
process, then standard structural VAR procedures reliably uncover and
identify the dynamic effects of shocks to the economy.
The main distinction between our short and long-run results is that
the sampling uncertainty associated with estimated impulse response
functions is substantially larger in the long-run case. In addition, we
find some evidence of bias when the fraction of the variance in hours
worked that is accounted for by technology shocks is very small. How-
ever, this bias is not large relative to sampling uncertainty as long as
technology shocks account for at least 1 percent of the variance of hours
worked. Still, the reason for this bias is interesting. We document that,
when substantial bias exists, it stems from the fact that with long-run
restrictions one requires an estimate of the sum of the VAR coefficients.
The specification error involved in using a finite-lag VAR is the reason
that in some of our examples, the sum of VAR coefficients is difficult to
estimate accurately. This difficulty also explains why sampling uncer-
tainty with long-run restrictions tends to be large.
The preceding observations led us to develop an alternative to the
standard VAR-based estimator of impulse response functions. The only
place the sum of the VAR coefficients appears in the standard strategy
is in the computation of the zero-frequency spectral density of the data.
Our alternative estimator avoids using the sum of the VAR coefficients
by working with a nonparametric estimator of this spectral density. We
find that in cases when the standard VAR procedure entails some bias,
our adjustment virtually eliminates the bias.
Our results are related to a literature that questions the ability of
long-run identified VARs to reliably estimate the dynamic response of
macroeconomic variables to structural shocks. Perhaps the first critique
of this sort was provided by Sims (1972). Although his paper was writ-
ten before the advent of VARs, it articulates why estimates of the sum
of regression coefficients may be distorted when there is specification
error. Faust and Leeper (1997) and Pagan and Robertson (1998) make an
important related critique of identification strategies based on long-runChristiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
restrictions. More recently Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust (2005) and Chari,
Kehoe, and McGrattan (2005b) (henceforth, CKM) also examine the
reliability of VAR-based inference using long-run identifying restric-
tions.
4 Our conclusions regarding the value of identified VARs differ
sharply from those recently reached by CKM. One parameterization of
the RBC model that we consider is identical to the one considered by
CKM. This parameterization is included for pedagogical purposes only,
as it is overwhelmingly rejected by the data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres-
ents the versions of the RBC models that we use in our analysis. Section
3 discusses our results for standard VAR-based estimators of impulse
response functions. Section 4 analyzes the differences between short
and long-run restrictions. Section 5 discusses the relation between our
work and the recent critique of VARs offered by CKM. Section 6 sum-
marizes the ACEL model and reports its implications for VARs. Section
7 contains concluding comments.
2 A Simple RBC Model
In this section, we display the RBC model that serves as one of the data
generating processes in our analysis. In this model the only shock that
affects labor productivity in the long-run is a shock to technology. This
property lies at the core of the identification strategy used by King
et al. (1991), Gali (1999) and other researchers to identify the effects of
a shock to technology. We also consider a variant of the model which
rationalizes short run restrictions as a strategy for identifying a tech-
nology shock. In this variant, agents choose hours worked before the
technology shock is realized. We describe the conventional VAR-based
strategies for estimating the dynamic effect on hours worked of a shock
to technology. Finally, we discuss parameterizations of the RBC model
that we use in our experiments.
2.1 The Model
The representative agent maximizes expected utility over per capita
consumption, ct, and per capita hours worked, lf:
t=o
logcf+v l-crAssessing Structural VARs
subject to the budget constraint:
where
it = (l + f)kM-(l-S)kt.
Here, kt denotes the per capita capital stock at the beginning of period
t, wt is the wage rate, rt is the rental rate on capital, T. t is an investment
tax, tlt is the tax rate on labor income, Se (0,1) is the depreciation rate
on capital, y is the growth rate of the population, T( represents lump-
sum taxes and G > 0 is a curvature parameter.
The representative competitive firm's production function is:
y=h*{Ztlty-°,
where Zt is the time t state of technology and a e (0,1). The stochastic
processes for the shocks are:
\ogzt = nz + <yze
zt (1)
where zt - Zt /Zt_r In addition, e
zt, e\, and e
xt are independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with mean zero and
unit standard deviation. The parameters, <7z, ov and ox are non-negative
scalars. The constant, juz, is the mean growth rate of technology, r; is the
mean labor tax rate, and r. is the mean tax on capital. We restrict the
autoregressive coefficients, px and px, to be less than unity in absolute
value.
Finally, the resource constraint is:
We consider two versions of the model, differentiated according to
timing assumptions. In the standard or nonrecursive version, all time t
decisions are taken after the realization of the time t shocks. This is the
conventional assumption in the RBC literature. In the recursive version of
the model the timing assumptions are as follows. First, xu is observed,6 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
and then labor decisions are made. Second, the other shocks are real-
ized and agents make their investment and consumption decisions.
2.2 Relation of the RBC Model to VARs
We now discuss the relation between the RBC model and a VAR. Spe-
cifically, we establish conditions under which the reduced form of the
RBC model is a VAR with disturbances that are linear combinations
of the economic shocks. Our exposition is a simplified version of the
discussion in Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent (2005)
(see especially their section III). We include this discussion because it
frames many of the issues that we address. Our discussion applies to
both the standard and the recursive versions of the model.
We begin by showing how to put the reduced form of the RBC model
into a state-space, observer form. Throughout, we analyze the log-linear
approximations to model solutions. Suppose the variables of interest in
the RBC model are denoted by Xf Let st denote the vector of exogenous
economic shocks and let kt denote the percent deviation from steady
state of the capital stock, after scaling by Zf.
5 The approximate solution
for Xfis given by:
Xt=aQ+ axkt + a2kt_1 + bost + b^^, (2)
where
kt+1 = Akt + Bst. (3)
Also, st has the law of motion:
st = Pst_1 + Qet, (4)
where et is a vector of i.i.d. fundamental economic disturbances. The
parameters of (2) and (3) are functions of the structural parameters of
the model.
The "state" of the system is composed of the variables on the right
side of (2):Assessing Structural VARs 7
The law of motion of the state is:
(5)
where F and D are constructed from A, B, Q, P. The econometrician
observes the vector of variables, Yt. We assume Yf is equal to Xt plus
iid measurement error, vt, which has diagonal variance-covariance, R.
Then:
Yt = H$t+vt. (6)
Here, H is defined so that Xt = H£t that is, relation (2) is satisfied. In (6)
we abstract from the constant term. Hamilton (1994, section 13.4) shows
how the system formed by (5) and (6) can be used to construct the exact
Gaussian density function for a series of observations, Yx,...,Yr. We use
this approach when we estimate versions of the RBC model.
We now use (5) and (6) to establish conditions under which the reduced
form representation for Xt implied by the RBC model is a VAR with dis-
turbances that are linear combinations of the economic shocks. In this
discussion, we set vt = 0, so that X( = Yt. In addition, we assume that the
number of elements in et coincides with the number of elements in Yf
We begin by substituting (5) into (6) to obtain:
+Cet, C = HD.
Our assumption on the dimensions of Yf and et implies that the matrix
C is square. In addition, we assume C is invertible. Then:
t %^r (7)




As long as the eigenvalues of M are less than unity in absolute value,
£ = DC-
1Yt + MDC"
1 Yw + MTC'
1 Yf_2 + ... . (9)8 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson








Yt = BlYt_1 + B2Yt_2+... + ut, (10)
where
«, = Cet (11)
B. = HFM-
lDC-\ 7 = 1,2,... (12)
Expression (10) is an infinite-order VAR, because uf is orthogonal to Yf_.,
;>1.
Proposition 2.1. (Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent) If C
is invertible and the eigenvalues of M are less than unity in absolute value,
then the RBC model implies:
• Yt has the infinite-order VAR representation in (10)
• The linear one-step-ahead forecast error Yt given past Yt's is ut,
which is related to the economic disturbances by (11)
• The variance-covariance of ut is CC
• The sum of the VAR lag matrices is given by:




We will use the last of these results below.
Relation (10) indicates why researchers interested in constructing
DSGE models find it useful to analyze VARs. At the same time, this
relationship clarifies some of the potential pitfalls in the use of VARs.
First, in practice the econometrician must work with finite lags. Sec-
ond, the assumption that C is square and invertible may not be satis-
fied. Whether C satisfies these conditions depends on how Yt is defined.
Third, significant measurement errors may exist. Fourth, the matrix, M,
may not have eigenvalues inside the unit circle. In this case, the eco-
nomic shocks are not recoverable from the VAR disturbances.
6 Implic-Assessing Structural VARs
itly, the econometrician who works with VARs assumes that these
pitfalls are not quantitatively important.
2.3 VARs in Practice and the RBC Model
We are interested in the use of VARs as a way to estimate the response of
Xt to economic shocks, i.e., elements of et. In practice, macroeconomists
use a version of (10) with finite lags, say q. A researcher can estimate
Bv ...,B and V = Eutu't. To obtain the impulse response functions, how-
ever, the researcher needs the B.'s and the column of C corresponding to
the shock in et that is of interest. However, to compute the required col-
umn of C requires additional identifying assumptions. In practice, two
types of assumptions are used. Short-run assumptions take the form of
direct restrictions on the matrix C. Long-run assumptions place indirect
restrictions on C that stem from restrictions on the long-run response of
Xt to a shock in an element of et. In this section we use our RBC model
to discuss these two types of assumptions and how they are imposed
on VARs in practice.
2.3.1 The Standard Version of the Model The log-linearized equi-
librium laws of motion for capital and hours in this model can be writ-
ten as follows:
tog k+i = 7o + Yk log K + yz log zt + /ZTM + yxxXit, (13)
and
log lt=a0+ ak log kt + az log zt + axxlt + axrX/t. (14)
From (13) and (14), it is clear that all shocks have only a temporary
effect on lt and k/The only shock that has a permanent effect on labor
productivity, at = yt/lt, is e
zf The other shocks do not have a permanent
effect on at. Formally, this exclusion restriction is:
]im[Etat+j - Et^at+j] = j{e\ only). (15)
In our linear approximation to the model solution/is a linear function.
The model also implies the sign restriction that/is an increasing func-
tion. In (15), Et is the expectation operator, conditional on the informa-
tion set Qt = (log kt_s, log zt_s, TU_S , Tx>t_s; s > 0).10 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
In practice, researchers impose the exclusion and sign restrictions on
a VAR to compute e
zt and identify its dynamic effects on macroeconomic
variables. Consider the Nxl vector, Yt. The VAR for Yt is given by:




Here, xt is an additional vector of variables that may be included in
the VAR. Motivated by the type of reasoning discussed in the previous
subsection, researchers assume that the fundamental economic shocks
are related to ut as follows:
ut = Cet, Eet£'t = I, CC' = V. (17)
Without loss of generality, we assume that the first element in et is et
z.
We can easily verify that:
]im[Etat+j - Et_lflt+ • ] = x[I - B(l)]~
l Cet, (18)
where t is a row vector with all zeros, but with unity in the first loca-
tion. Here:
Also, Et is the expectation operator, conditional on Q,t = [Yt, ..., Yt_ +1}. As mentioned above, to compute the dynamic effects of £
zt, we require
Bv ..., B and Cv the first column of C.
The symmetric matrix, V, and the B.'s can be computed using ordi-
nary least squares regressions. However, the requirement that CC = V
is not sufficient to determine a unique value of Cr Adding the exclusion
and sign restrictions does uniquely determine Cr Relation (18) implies
that these restrictions are:
[" number 0 1
exclusion restriction: [I-B(l)] C= ,
I numbers numbers!
where 0 is a row vector and
sign restriction: (1,1) element of [I - B(l)]"
1 C is positive.Assessing Structural VARs 11
There are many matrices, C, that satisfy CC = V as well as the
exclusion and sign restrictions. It is well-known that the first column, Cv
of each of these matrices is the same. We prove this result here,
because elements of the proof will be useful to analyze our simulation
results. Let
Let SY(co) denote the spectral density of Yf at frequency <w that is implied
by the ^-order VAR. Then:
DD' = \l- T^SyCO). (19)




















= c21/r\\ c22/n\ Dy ^Uj Jy ^U^
) SY
2(co)
The exclusion restriction implies that
d
2n=SY\0), D21=Sl\0)/dn.
There are two solutions to (20). The sign restriction
(20)
(21)
selects one of the two solutions to (20). So, the first column of D, Dv is
uniquely determined. By our definition of C, we have
(22)
We conclude that C1 is uniquely determined.12 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
2.3.2 The Recursive Version of the Model In the recursive version
of the model, the policy rule for labor involves log zt_x and r. M because
these variables help forecast log zf and r.f:
log lt=a0+ ak log kt + afrj+a'z log zw + ^TX/f_x.
Because labor is a state variable at the time the investment decision is
made, the equilibrium law of motion for kM is:




 zt+m,t + ?x*x,t+fz
 log
 zt-i+r^t-i •
As in the standard model, the only shock that affects at in the long run
is a shock to technology. So, the long-run identification strategy dis-
cussed in section 2.3.1 applies to the recursive version of the model.
However, an alternative procedure for identifying e
z applies to this ver-
sion of the model. We refer to this alternative procedure as the "short-
run" identification strategy because it involves recovering e
zt using
only the realized one-step-ahead forecast errors in labor productivity
and hours, as well as the second moment properties of those forecast
errors.
Let u
aQ t and u
 lQ t denote the population one-step-ahead forecast errors
in at and log/f, conditional on the information set, Qf_r The recursive
version of the model implies that
u a,t




 u a,t /*• t'
where ax > 0, a2, and /are functions of the model parameters. The pro-
jection of u




Because we normalize the standard deviation of £
zt to unity, ax is given
by:
In practice, we implement the previous procedure using the one-
step-ahead forecast errors generated from a VAR in which the variables
in Yt are ordered as follows:Assessing Structural VARs 13
A log at
We write the vector of VAR one-step-ahead forecast errors, ut, as:
\ \
We identify the technology shock with the second element in ef in (17).
To compute the dynamic response of the variables in Yf to the technol-
ogy shock we need Bv ..., B in (16) and the second column, C2, of the








The required variances and covariances are obtained from the estimate
















z) — (cov(uf, wf) - pcov(u?, u\
var(e
z)
2.4 Parameterization of the Model
We consider different specifications of the RBC model that are distin-
guished by the parameterization of the laws of motion of the exogenous
shocks. In all specifications we assume, as in CKM, that:
\ 9 = 0.33, <S =
^=0.242, /iz =
= 2.5, y = i. (24)14 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
2.4.1 Our MLE Parameterizations We estimate two versions of our
model. In the two-shock maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) specification
we assume that ax = 0, so that there are two shocks, T, t and log zr We
estimate the parameters p}, GV and <rz, by maximizing the Gaussian like-
lihood function of the vector, Xt = (Alog yt, log/,)', subject to (24).
9 Our
results are given by:
rl/t = (1 - 0.986)TZ + 0.986r//f _! + 0.0056eJ.
The three-shock MLE specification incorporates the investment tax
shock, rxt, into the model. We estimate the three-shock MLE version of
the model by maximizing the Gaussian likelihood function of the vec-
tor, Xt - (Alog yt, log/f, Alogz't)', subject to the parameter values in (24).
The results are:
Tlt = (1 - 0.9994)T; + 0.9994 r/M + 0.00631^,
T t = (1 - 0.9923)r + 0.99237^ + 0.00963£
xf.
The estimated values of px and pl are close to unity. This finding is con-
sistent with other research that also reports that shocks in estimated
general equilibrium models exhibit high degrees of serial correlation.
1
0
2.4.2 CKM Parameterizations The two-shock CKM specification has
two shocks, zt and xx r These shocks have the following time series rep-
resentations:
log zf = ^ + 0.0131^,
rlt = (1 - 0.952) xx + 0.952 T;W + 0.0136c/.
The three-shock CKM specification adds an investment shock, r. f/ to the
model, and has the following law of motion:
T t = (1 - 0.98)r + 0.98^ + 0.0123^ . (25)
As in our specifications, CKM obtain their parameter estimates using
maximum likelihood methods. However, their estimates are very dif-Assessing Structural VARs 15
ferent from ours. For example, the variances of the shocks are larger in
the two-shock CKM specification than in our MLE specification. Also,
the ratio of oj
2 to <7
2 is nearly three times larger in the two-shock CKM
specification than in our two-shock MLE specification. Section 2.5 dis-
cusses the reasons for these differences.
2.5 The Importance of Technology Shocks for Hours Worked
Table 1.1 reports the contribution, Vh, of technology shocks to three dif-
ferent measures of the volatility in the log of hours worked: (1) the vari-
ance of the log hours, (2) the variance of HP-filtered, log hours and (3)
the variance in the one-step-ahead forecast error in log hours.
11 With
one exception, we compute the analogous statistics for log output. The
exception is (1), for which we compute the contribution of technology
shocks to the variance of the growth rate of output.
The key result in this table is that technology shocks account for a
very small fraction of the volatility in hours worked. When Vh is mea-
sured according to (1), it is always below 4 percent. When Vh is mea-
sured using (2) or (3) it is always below 8 percent. For both (2) and
(3), in the CKM specifications, Vh is below 2 percent.
1
2 Consistent with
the RBC literature, the table also shows that technology accounts for a
much larger movement in output.
Figure 1.1 displays visually how unimportant technology shocks
are for hours worked. The top panel displays two sets of 180 artificial
observations on hours worked, simulated using the standard two-
shock MLE specification. The volatile time series shows how log hours
worked evolve in the presence of shocks to both zf and xlt. The other
time series shows how log hours worked evolve in response to just the
technology shock, zf The bottom panel is the analog of the top figure
when the data are generated using the standard two-shock CKM speci-
fication.
3 Results Based on RBC Data Generating Mechanisms
In this section we analyze the properties of conventional VAR-based
strategies for identifying the effects of a technology shock on hours
worked. We focus on the bias properties of the impulse response estima-
tor, and on standard procedures for estimating sampling uncertainty.
We use the RBC model parameterizations discussed in the previous
section as the data generating processes. For each parameterization, weTable 1.1



















































































































































































































Note: (a) Vh corresponds to the columns denoted by ln(/().
(b) In each case, the results report the ratio of two variances:
the numerator is the variance for the system with only technology shocks and the denom-
inator is the variance for the system with both technology shock and labor tax shocks.
All statistics are averages of the ratios, based on 300 simulations of 5,000 observations
for each model.
(c) "Base" means the two-shock specification, whether MLE or CKM, as indicated.
"Three" means the three-shock specification.
(d) For a description of the procedure used to calculate the forecast error variance, see
footnote 13.
(e) "MLE" and "CKM" refer, respectively, to our and CKM's estimated models.Assessing Structural VARs 17
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simulate 1,000 data sets of 180 observations each. The shocks e
zt, e\, and
possibly e
xt, are drawn from i.i.d. standard normal distributions. For
each artificial data set, we estimate a four-lag VAR. The average, across
the 1,000 datasets, of the estimated impulse response functions, allows
us to assess bias.
For each data set we also estimate two different confidence intervals: a
percentile-based confidence interval and a standard-deviation based con-
fidence interval.
1
3 We construct the intervals using the following bootstrap
procedure. Using random draws from the fitted VAR disturbances, we use
the estimated four lag VAR to generate 200 synthetic data sets, each with
180 observations. For each of these 200 synthetic data sets we estimate a
new VAR and impulse response function. For each artificial data set the
percentile-based confidence interval is defined as the top 2.5 percent and
bottom 2.5 percent of the estimated coefficients in the dynamic response
functions. The standard-deviation-based confidence interval is defined as
the estimated impulse response plus or minus two standard deviations
where the standard deviations are calculated across the 200 simulated
estimated coefficients in the dynamic response functions.
We assess the accuracy of the confidence interval estimators in two
ways. First, we compute the coverage rate for each type of confidence
interval. This rate is the fraction of times, across the 1,000 data sets sim-
ulated from the economic model, that the confidence interval contains
the relevant true coefficient. If the confidence intervals were perfectly
accurate, the coverage rate would be 95 percent. Second, we provide
an indication of the actual degree of sampling uncertainty in the VAR-
based impulse response functions. In particular, we report centered 95
percent probability intervals for each lag in our impulse response func-
tion estimators.
1
4 If the confidence intervals were perfectly accurate,
they should on average coincide with the boundary of the 95 percent
probability interval.
When we generate data from the two-shock MLE and CKM specifica-
tions, we set Yt = (Alogaf, log/f)'. When we generate data from the three-
shock MLE and CKM specifications, we set Yt - (A\ogat, log/(, logzf/yf)'.
3.1 Short-Run Identification
Results for the two- and three- Shock MLE Specifications
Figure 1.2 reports results generated from four different parameter-















































MO20 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
solid line is the average estimated impulse response function for the
1,000 data sets simulated using the indicated economic model. For each
model, the starred line is the true impulse response function of hours
worked. In each panel, the gray area defines the centered 95 percent
probability interval for the estimated impulse response functions. The
stars with no line indicate the average percentile-based confidence
intervals across the 1,000 data sets. The circles with no line indicate the
average standard-deviation-based confidence intervals.
Figures 1.3 and 1.4 graph the coverage rates for the percentile-based
and standard-deviation-based confidence intervals. For each case we
graph how often, across the 1,000 data sets simulated from the eco-
nomic model, the econometrician's confidence interval contains the rel-
evant coefficient of the true impulse response function.
The 1,1 panel in figure 1.2 exhibits the properties of the VAR-based
estimator of the response of hours to a technology shock when the data
are generated by the two-shock MLE specification. The 2,1 panel corre-
sponds to the case when the data generating process is the three-shock
MLE specification.
The panels have two striking features. First, there is essentially no evi-
dence of bias in the estimated impulse response functions. In all cases,
the solid lines are very close to the starred lines. Second, an econome-
trician would not be misled in inference by using standard procedures
for constructing confidence intervals. The circles and stars are close to
the boundaries of the gray area. The 1,1 panels in figures 1.3 and 1.4
indicate that the coverage rates are roughly 90 percent. So, with high
probability, VAR-based confidence intervals include the true value of
the impulse response coefficients.
Results for the CKM Specification
The second column of figure 1.2 reports the results when the data
generating process is given by variants of the CKM specification. The
1,2 and 2,1 panels correspond to the two and three-shock CKM specifi-
cation, respectively.
The second column of figure 1.2 contains the same striking features
as the first column. There is very little bias in the estimated impulse
response functions. In addition, the average value of the econometri-
cian's confidence interval coincides closely with the actual range of
variation in the impulse response function (the gray area). Coverage
rates, reported in the 1,2 panels of figures 1.3 and 1.4, are roughly 90Assessing Structural VARs 21
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percent. These rates are consistent with the view that VAR-based proce-
dures lead to reliable inference.
A comparison of the gray areas across the first and second columns
of figure 1.2, clearly indicates that more sampling uncertainty occurs
when the data are generated from the CKM specifications than when
they are generated from the MLE specifications (the gray areas are
wider). VAR-based confidence intervals detect this fact.
3.2 Long-run Identification
Results for the two- and three- Shock MLE Specifications
The first and second rows of column 1 in figure 1.5 exhibit our results
when the data are generated by the two- and three- shock MLE speci-
fications. Once again there is virtually no bias in the estimated impulse
response functions and inference is accurate. The coverage rates asso-
ciated with the percentile-based confidence intervals are very close to
95 percent (see figure 1.3). The coverage rates for the standard-devia-
tion-based confidence intervals are somewhat lower, roughly 80 per-
cent (see figure 1.4). The difference in coverage rates can be seen in
figure 1.5, which shows that the stars are shifted down slightly relative
to the circles. Still, the circles and stars are very good indicators of the
boundaries of the gray area, although not quite as good as in the analog
cases in figure 1.2.
Comparing figures 1.2 and 1.5, we see that figure 1.5 reports more
sampling uncertainty. That is, the gray areas are wider. Again, the cru-
cial point is that the econometrician who computes standard confidence
intervals would detect the increase in sampling uncertainty.
Results for the CKM Specification
The third and fourth rows of column 1 in figure 1.5 report results for
the two- and three-shock CKM specifications. Consistent with results
reported in CKM, there is substantial bias in the estimated dynamic
response functions. For example, in the two-shock CKM specification,
the contemporaneous response of hours worked to a one-standard-
deviation technology shock is 0.3 percent, while the mean estimated
response is 0.97 percent. This bias stands in contrast to our other
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Is this bias big or problematic? In our view, bias cannot be evaluated
without taking into account sampling uncertainty. Bias matters only to
the extent that the econometrician is led to an incorrect inference. For
example, suppose sampling uncertainty is large and the econometri-
cian knows it. Then the econometrician would conclude that the data
contain little information and, therefore, would not be misled. In this
case, we say that bias is not large. In contrast, suppose sampling uncer-
tainty is large, but the econometrician thinks it is small. Here, we would
say bias is large.
We now turn to the sampling uncertainty in the CKM specifications.
Figure 1.5 shows that the econometrician's average confidence interval
is large relative to the bias. Interestingly, the percentile confidence inter-
vals (stars) are shifted down slightly relative to the standard-deviation-
based confidence intervals (circles). On average, the estimated impulse
response function is not in the center of the percentile confidence inter-
val. This phenomenon often occurs in practice.
1
5 Recall that we estimate
a four lag VAR in each of our 1,000 synthetic data sets. For the purposes
of the bootstrap, each of these VARs is treated as a true data generat-
ing process. The asymmetric percentile confidence intervals show that
when data are generated by these VARs, VAR-based estimators of the
impulse response function have a downward bias.
Figure 1.3 reveals that for the two- and three-shock CKM specifica-
tions, percentile-based coverage rates are reasonably close to 95 per-
cent. Figure 1.4 shows that the standard deviation based coverage rates
are lower than the percentile-based coverage rates. However even these
coverage rates are relatively high in that they exceed 70 percent.
In summary, the results for the MLE specification differ from those
of the CKM specifications in two interesting ways. First, sampling
uncertainty is much larger with the CKM specification. Second, the
estimated responses are somewhat biased with the CKM specifica-
tion. But the bias is small: It has no substantial effect on inference, at
least as judged by coverage rates for the econometrician's confidence
intervals.
3.3 Confidence Intervals in the RBC Examples and a Situation in
Which VAR-Based Procedures Go Awry
Here we show that the more important technology shocks are in the
dynamics of hours worked, the easier it is for VARs to answer theAssessing Structural VARs 27
question, "how do hours worked respond to a technology shock." We
demonstrate this by considering alternative values of the innovation
variance in the labor tax, ov and by considering alternative values of o,
the utility parameter that controls the Frisch elasticity of labor supply.
Consider figure 1.6, which focuses on the long-run identification
schemes. The first and second columns report results for the two-shock
MLE and CKM specifications, respectively. For each specification we
redo our experiments, reducing ox by a half and then by a quarter. Table
1.1 shows that the importance of technology shocks rises as the stan-
dard deviation of the labor tax shock falls. Figure 1.6 indicates that the
magnitude of sampling uncertainty and the size of confidence intervals
fall as the relative importance of labor tax shocks falls.
1
6
Figure 1.7 presents the results of a different set of experiments based
on perturbations of the two-shock CKM specification. The 1,1 and 2,1
panels show what happens when we vary the value of a, the param-
eter that controls the Frisch labor supply elasticity. In the 1,1 panel we
set <J = 6, which corresponds to a Frisch elasticity of 0.63. In the 2,1
panel, we set a = 0, which corresponds to a Frisch elasticity of infin-
ity. As the Frisch elasticity is increased, the fraction of the variance in
hours worked due to technology shocks decreases (see table 1.1). The
magnitude of bias and the size of confidence intervals are larger for the
higher Frisch elasticity case. In both cases the bias is still smaller than
the sampling uncertainty.
We were determined to construct at least one example in which the
VAR-based estimator of impulse response functions has bad proper-
ties, i.e., bias is larger than sampling uncertainty. We display such an
example in the 3,1 panel of figure 1.7. The data generating process is a
version of the two-shock CKM model with an infinite Frisch elasticity
and double the standard deviation of the labor tax rate. Table 1.1 indi-
cates that with this specification, technology shocks account for a trivial
fraction of the variance in hours worked. Of the three measures of Vh,
two are 0.46 percent and the third is 0.66 percent. The 3,1 panel of figure
1.7 shows that the VAR-based procedure now has very bad properties:
the true value of the impulse response function lies outside the aver-
age value of both confidence intervals that we consider. This example
shows that constructing scenarios in which VAR-based procedures go
awry is certainly possible. However, this example seems unlikely to be
of practical significance given the poor fit to the data of this version of
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3.4 Are Long-Run Identification Schemes Informative?
Up to now, we have focused on the RBC model as the data generating
process. For empirically reasonable specifications of the RBC model,
confidence intervals associated with long-run identification schemes
are large. One might be tempted to conclude that VAR-based long-
run identification schemes are uninformative. Specifically, are the
confidence intervals so large that we can never discriminate between
competing economic models? Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust (2005) show
that the answer to this question is "no." They consider an RBC model
similar to the one discussed above and a version of the sticky wage-
price model developed by Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) in
which hours worked fall after a positive technology shock. They then
conduct a series of experiments to assess the ability of a long-run iden-
tified structural VAR to discriminate between the two models on the
basis of the response of hours worked to a technology shock.
Using estimated versions of each of the economic models as a data
generating process, they generate 10,000 synthetic data sets each with
180 observations. They then estimate a four-variable structural VAR on
each synthetic data set and compute the dynamic response of hours
worked to a technology shock using long-run identification. Erceg,
Guerrieri, and Gust (2005) report that the probability of finding an ini-
tial decline in hours that persists for two quarters is much higher in
the model with nominal rigidities than in the RBC model (93 percent
versus 26 percent). So, if these are the only two models contemplated
by the researcher, an empirical finding that hours worked decline after
a positive innovation to technology will constitute compelling evidence
in favor of the sticky wage-price model.
Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust (2005) also report that the probability of
finding an initial rise in hours that persists for two quarters is much
higher in the RBC model than in the sticky wage-price model (71 per-
cent versus 1 percent). So, an empirical finding that hours worked rises
after a positive innovation to technology would constitute compel-
ling evidence in favor of the RBC model versus the sticky wage-price
alternative.
4 Contrasting Short- and Long-Run Restrictions
The previous section demonstrates that, in the examples we considered,
when VARs are identified using short-run restrictions, the conventionalAssessing Structural VARs 33
estimator of impulse response functions is remarkably accurate. In con-
trast, for some parameterizations of the data generating process, the
conventional estimator of impulse response functions based on long-
run identifying restrictions can exhibit noticeable bias. In this section
we argue that the key difference between the two identification strate-
gies is that the long-run strategy requires an estimate of the sum of the
VAR coefficients, B(l). This object is notoriously difficult to estimate
accurately (see Sims 1972).
We consider a simple analytic expression related to one in Sims (1972).
Our expression shows what an econometrician who fits a misspecified,
fixed-lag, finite-order VAR would find in population. Let Bv ..., B, and
Vdenote the parameters of the qth-ordev VAR fit by the econometrician.
Then:









iw) correspond to B(L) and B(L) with L replaced by
e-io,\7 jn (26), B and V are the parameters of the actual infinite-ordered
VAR representation of the data (see (10)), and SY(co) is the associated
spectral density at frequency co.
18 According to (26), estimation of a VAR
approximately involves choosing VAR lag matrices to minimize a qua-
dratic form in the difference between the estimated and true lag matri-
ces. The quadratic form assigns greatest weight to the frequencies for
which the spectral density is the greatest. If the econometrician's VAR
is correctly specified, then B(e-"°) = B{e-
iw) for all a>, and V = V, so that the
estimator is consistent. If there is specification error, then B(e~
i<0) ^ B (e~
i(0)
for some &>and V > V.
19 In our context, specification error exists because
the true VAR implied by our data generating processes has q = °°, but
the econometrician uses a finite value of q.
To understand the implications of (26) for our analysis, it is useful to
write in lag-operator form the estimated dynamic response of Yt to a
shock in the first element of et
lL + d2L
2+...]C1eltf (27)34 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson









In the case of long-run identification, the vector Cx is computed using
(22), and B(l) and V^replace B(l) and V respectively. In the case of short-
run identification, we compute CY as the second column in the upper
triangular Cholesky decomposition of V.
2
0
We use (26) to understand why estimation based on short-run and
long-run identification can produce different results. According to (27),
impulse response functions can be decomposed into two parts, the
impact effect of the shocks, summarized by Cv and the dynamic part
summarized in the term in square brackets. We argue that when a bias
arises with long-run restrictions, it is because of difficulties in estimat-
ing Cr These difficulties do not arise with short-run restrictions.
In the short-run identification case, Cx is a function of V only. Across
a variety of numerical examples, we find that Vis very close to V.
11 This
result is not surprising because (26) indicates that the entire objective of
estimation is to minimize the distance between V and V. In the long-run
identification case, Cx depends not only on V but also on B(l). A prob-
lem is that the criterion does not assign much weight to setting B(l) =
B(l) unless SY(co) happens to be relatively large in a neighborhood of co
= 0. But, a large value of Sy(0) is not something one can rely on.
2
2 When
SY(0) is relatively small, attempts to match B(er
ioi) with B(e-'
w) at other
frequencies can induce large errors in B(l).
The previous argument about the difficulty of estimating Cl in the
long-run identification case does not apply to the 0'ks. According to (28)
6k is a function of B{er
i<0) over the whole range of co's, not just one specific
frequency.
We now present a numerical example, which illustrates Proposition
1 as well as some of the observations we have made in discussing (26).
Our numerical example focuses on population results. Therefore, it
provides only an indication of what happens in small samples.
To understand what happens in small samples, we consider four
additional numerical examples. First, we show that when the econo-
metrician uses the true value of B(l), the bias and much of the sam-
pling uncertainty associated with the two-shock CKM specification
disappears. Second, we demonstrate that bias problems essentially
disappear when we use an alternative to the standard zero-frequencyAssessing Structural VARs 35
spectral density estimator used in the VAR literature. Third, we show
that the problems are attenuated when the preference shock is more
persistent. Fourth, we consider the recursive version of the two-shock
CKM specification in which the effect of technology shocks can be esti-
mated using either short- or long-run restrictions.
A Numerical Example
Table 1.2 reports various properties of the two-shock CKM specifica-
tion. The first six B.'s in the infinite-order VAR, computed using (12),
are reported in Panel A. These B's eventually converge to zero, how-
ever they do so slowly. The speed of convergence is governed by the
size of the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix M in (8), which is 0.957.
Panel B displays the B's that solve (26) with a = 4. Informally, the B.'s
look similar to the B's for j = 1, 2, 3,4. In line with this observation, the
sum of the true B .'s, Ba+ ... + B4 is similar in magnitude to the sum of the
estimated B.'s, B(l) (see Panel C). But the econometrician using long-run
restrictions needs a good estimate of B(l). This matrix is very different
from B1 + ... + B4. Although the remaining B .'s for j > 4 are individually
small, their sum is not. For example, the 1,1 element of B(l) is 0.28, or
six times larger than the 1,1 element of Ba + ... + B4.
The distortion in B (1) manifests itself in a distortion in the estimated
zero-frequency spectral density (see Panel D). As a result, there is
distortion in the estimated impact vector, Ca (Panel F).
2
3 To illustrate
the significance of the latter distortion for estimated impulse response
functions, we display in figure 1.8 the part of (27) that corresponds to
the response of hours worked to a technology shock. In addition, we
display the true response. There is a substantial distortion, which is
approximately the same magnitude as the one reported for small sam-
ples in figure 1.5. The third line in figure 1.8 corresponds to (27) when C1
is replaced by its true value, Cr Most of the distortion in the estimated
impulse response function is eliminated by this replacement. Finally,
the distortion in Cx is due to distortion in B(l), as Vis virtually identical
to V (Panel E).
This example is consistent with our overall conclusion that the indi-
vidual B's and V are well estimated by the econometrician using a
four-lag VAR. The distortions that arise in practice primarily reflect dif-
ficulties in estimating B(l). Our short-run identification results in figure
1.2 are consistent with this claim, because distortions are minimal with
short-run identification.36 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
Table 1.2
Properties of Two-Shock CKM Specification
Panel A: First Six Lag Matrices in Infinite-Order VAR Representation
[ 0.013 0.041] f 0.012 -O.001 f 0.012 -0.00"
gl I n I I n I [o.OO65 0.94 J'
 2 [o.OO62 -0.00J'
 3 [o.OO59 -0.00 j
[" 0.011 -0.00 ] [ 0.011 -0.00 ] [ 0.010 -0.00
[o.OO56 -0.00 J'
 Bs=[o.OO54 -0.00 J'
 6
= [0.0051 -0.00
Panel B: Population Estimate of Four-lag VAR
0.017 0.0431 « [ 0.017 -0.00J - I" 0.012 -O.OOl J
 B J [ J [ [ J
B{= [0.0087 0.94 J'
 Bl= [0.0085 -O.OoJ'
 3
 = [o.OO59 -O.OoJ'
« fO.0048 -0.0088]
4 ~ [0.0025 -0.0045J
Panel C: Actual and Estimated Sum of VAR Coefficients
[0.055 0.032] [0.28 0.022] 4 [0.047 0.039
B(1
)
 = [o.l4 0.94 J'
 B(1
)
 = [0.14 0.93 J'
 Z/=l
B^[o.O24 0.94
Panel D: Actual and Estimated Zero-Frequency Spectral Density
[0.00017 0.00097] ~ [0.00012 0.0022]
[o.OOO97 0.12 J
 Y^*~[ 0.0022 0.13 j
Panel E: Actual and Estimated One-Step-Ahead Forecast Error Variance
. [0.00012 -0.00015]
-0.00015 -0.00053 L J
Panel F: Actual and Estimated Impact Vector
« fO.00406^1
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on Distortions
Using the True Value ofB(l) in a Small Sample
A natural way to isolate the role of distortions in B(l) is to replace
B(l) by its true value when estimating the effects of a technology shock.
We perform this replacement for the two-shock CKM specification, and
report the results in figure 1.9. For convenience, the 1,1 panel of figure
1.9 repeats our results for the two-shock CKM specification from the 3,1
panel in figure 1.5. The 1,2 panel of figure 1.9 shows the sampling prop-
erties of our estimator when the true value of B(l) is used in repeated
samples. When we use the true value of B(l) the bias completely dis-
appears. In addition, coverage rates are much closer to 95 percent and
the boundaries of the average confidence intervals are very close to the
boundaries of the gray area.
Using an Alternative Zero-Frequency Spectral Density Estimator
In practice, the econometrician does not know B(l). However, we can
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2\ g(k)C(k), g(k) =
k=-(T-l) 0
where, after removing the sample mean from Yf:
t=k+l
We use essentially all possible covariances in the data by choosing a
large value of r, r = 150.
2
5 In some respects, our modified estimator is
equivalent to running a VAR with longer lags.
We now assess the effect of our modified long-run estimator. The
first two rows in figure 1.5 present results for cases in which the data
generating mechanism corresponds to our two-and three-shock MLE
specifications. Both the standard estimator (the left column) and our
modified estimator (the right column) exhibit little bias. In the case
of the standard estimator, the econometrician's estimator of standard
errors understates somewhat the degree of sampling uncertainty asso-
ciated with the impulse response functions. The modified estimator
reduces this discrepancy. Specifically, the circles and stars in the right
column of figure 1.5 coincide closely with the boundary of the gray
area. Coverage rates are reported in the 2,1 panels of figures 1.3 and 1.4.
In figure 1.3, coverage rates now exceed 95 percent. The coverage rates
in figure 1.4 are much improved relative to the standard case. Indeed,
these rates are now close to 95 percent. Significantly, the degree of sam-
pling uncertainty associated with the modified estimator is not greater
than that associated with the standard estimator. In fact, in some cases,
sampling uncertainty declines slightly.
The last two rows of column 1 in figure 1.5 display the results when
the data generating process is a version of the CKM specification. As
shown in the second column, the bias is essentially eliminated by using
the modified estimator. Once again the circles and stars roughly coin-
cide with the boundary of the gray area. Coverage rates for the per-
centile-based confidence intervals reported in figure 1.3 again have a
tendency to exceed 95 percent (2,2 panel). As shown in the 2,2 panel of
figure 1.4, coverage rates associated with the standard deviation based
estimator are very close to 95 percent. There is a substantial improve-40 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
ment over the coverage rates associated with the standard spectral den-
sity estimator.
Figure 1.5 indicates that when the standard estimator works well,
the modified estimator also works well. When the standard estimator
results in biases, the modified estimator removes them. These findings
are consistent with the notion that the biases for the two CKM specifica-
tions reflect difficulties in estimating the spectral density at frequency
zero. Given our finding that V is an accurate estimator of V, we con-
clude that the difficulties in estimating the zero-frequency spectral den-
sity in fact reflect problems with B(l).
The second column of figure 1.7 shows how our modified VAR-based
estimator works when the data are generated by the various perturba-
tions on the two-shock CKM specification. In every case, bias is sub-
stantially reduced.
Shifting Power to the Low Frequencies
Formula (26), suggests that, other things being equal, the more power
there is near frequency zero, the less bias there is in B(l) and the better
behaved is the estimated impulse response function to a technology
shock. To pursue this observation we change the parameterization of
the non-technology shock in the two-shock CKM specification. We real-
locate power toward frequency zero, holding the variance of the shock
constant by increasing p; to 0.998 and suitably lowering GX in (1). The
results are reported in the 2,1 panel of figure 1.9. The bias associated
with the two-shock CKM specification almost completely disappears.
This result is consistent with the notion that the bias problems with the
two-shock CKM specification stem from difficulties in estimating B(l).
The previous result calls into question conjectures in the literature
(see Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust 2005). According to these conjectures,
if there is more persistence in a non-technology shock, then the VAR
will produce biased results because it will confuse the technology and
non-technology shocks. Our result shows that this intuition is incom-
plete, because it fails to take into account all of the factors mentioned in
our discussion of (26). To show the effect of persistence, we consider a
range of values of px to show that the impact of p{ on bias is in fact not
monotone.
The 2,2 panel of figure 1.9 displays the econometrician's estimator of
the contemporaneous impact on hours worked of a technology shock
against pr The dashed line indicates the true contemporaneous effect ofAssessing Structural VARs 41
a technology shock on hours worked in the two-shock CKM specifica-
tion. The dot-dashed line in the figure corresponds to the solution of
(26), with q = 4, using the standard VAR-based estimator.
2
6 The star in
the figure indicates the value of p; in the two-shock CKM specification.
In the neighborhood of this value of pv the distortion in the estimator
falls sharply as p; increases. Indeed, for p} = 0.9999, essentially no dis-
tortion occurs. For values of p} in the region, (-0.5, 0.5), the distortion
increases with increases in pv
The 2,2 panel of figure 1.9 also allows us to assess the value of our
proposed modification to the standard estimator. The line with dia-
monds displays the modified estimator of the contemporaneous impact
on hours worked of a technology shock. When the standard estimator
works well, that is, for large values of p; the modified and standard esti-
mators produce similar results. However, when the standard estimator
works poorly, e.g., for values of pl near 0.5, our modified estimator cuts
the bias in half.
A potential shortcoming of the previous experiments is that persis-
tent changes in r; t do not necessarily induce very persistent changes in
labor productivity. To assess the robustness of our results, we also con-
sidered what happens when there are persistent changes in r.r These
do have a persistent impact on labor productivity. In the two-shock
CKM model, we set Tltto a constant and allowed T.fto be stochastic. We
considered values of px in the range, [-0.5, 1], holding the variance of
r t constant. We obtain results similar to those reported in the 2,2 panel
of figure 1.9.
Short- and Long-Run Restrictions in a Recursive Model
We conclude this section by considering the recursive version of the
two-shock CKM specification. This specification rationalizes estimat-
ing the impact on hours worked of a shock to technology using either
the short- or the long-run identification strategy. We generate 1,000
data sets, each of length 180. On each synthetic data set, we estimate a
four lag, bivariate VAR. Given this estimated VAR, we can estimate the
effect of a technology shock using the short- and long-run identification
strategy. Figure 1.10 reports our results. For the long-run identification
strategy, there is substantial bias. In sharp contrast, there is no bias for
the short-run identification strategy. Because both procedures use the
same estimated VAR parameters, the bias in the long-run identification
strategy is entirely attributable due to the use42 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
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5 Relation to Chari-Kehoe-McGrattan
In the preceding sections we argue that structural VAR-based proce-
dures have good statistical properties. Our conclusions about the use-
fulness of structural VARs stand in sharp contrast to the conclusions
of CKM. These authors argue that, for plausibly parameterized RBC
models, structural VARs lead to misleading results. They conclude that
structural VARs are not useful for constructing and evaluating struc-
tural economic models. In this section we present the reasons we dis-
agree with CKM.
•S
CKM's Exotic Data Generating Processes
CKM's critique of VARs is based on simulations using particular DSGE
models estimated by maximum likelihood methods. Here, we argue that
their key results are driven by assumptions about measurement error.
CKM's measurement error assumptions are overwhelmingly rejected in
favor of alternatives under which their key results are overturned.
CKM adopt a state-observer setup to estimate their model. Define:
Yt= (Aloga, log/, Alogzt, AlogGJ,
where Gt denotes government spending plus net exports. CKM sup-
pose that
Yt=Xt + vt, Evtv't=R, (30)
where R is diagonal, vt is a 4 x 1 vector of i.i.d. measurement errors and
Xt is a 4 x 1 vector containing the model's implications for the variables
in Yf. The two-shock CKM specification has only the shocks, x{ t and zf.
CKM model government spending plus net exports as:
where gt is in principle an exogenous stochastic process. However,
when CKM estimate the parameters of the technology and preferences
processes, x{ t and zt, they set the variance of the government spending
shock to zero, so that gt is a constant. As a result, CKM assume that
AlogGf = log zt + measurement error.44 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
CKM fix the elements on the diagonal of R exogenously to a "small
number," leading to the remarkable implication that government pur-
chases plus net exports.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of CKM's results to their specifica-
tion of the magnitude of R, we consider the different assumptions that
CKM make in different drafts of their paper. In the draft of May
2005, CKM (2005a) set the diagonal elements of R to 0.0001. In the draft of
July 2005, CKM (2005b) set the i
th diagonal element of R equal to 0.01
times the variance of the i
th element of Yt.
The 1,1 and 2,1 panels in figure 1.11 report results corresponding to
CKM's two-shock specifications in the July and May drafts, respec-
tively.
2
7 These panels display the log likelihood value (see LLF) of these
two models and their implications for VAR-based impulse response
functions (the 1,1 panel is the same as the 3,1 panel in figure 1.5). Sur-
prisingly, the log-likelihood of the July specification is orders of magni-
tude worse than that of the May specification.
The 3,1 panel in figure 1.11 displays our results when the diagonal
elements of JR are included among the parameters being estimated.
2
8
We refer to the resulting specification as the "CKM free measurement
error specification." First, both the May and the July specifications are
rejected relative to the free measurement error specification. The likeli-
hood ratio statistic for testing the May and July specifications are 428
and 6,266, respectively. Under the null hypothesis that the May or July
specification is true, these statistics are realizations of a chi-square dis-
tribution with four degrees of freedom. The evidence against CKM's
May or July specifications of measurement error is overwhelming.
Second, when the data generating process is the CKM free measure-
ment error specification, the VAR-based impulse response function is
virtually unbiased (see the 3,1 panel in figure 1.11). We conclude that
the bias in the two-shock CKM specification is a direct consequence of
CKM's choice of the measurement error variance.
As noted above, CKM's measurement error assumption has the
implication that AlogG( is roughly equals to log zt. To investigate the
role played by this peculiar implication, we delete AlogGt from Yt and
re-estimate the system. We present the results in the right column of
figure 1.11. In each panel of that column, we re-estimate the system
in the same way as the corresponding panel in the left column, except
that AlogGf is excluded from Yt. Comparing the 2,1 and 2,2 panels, we
see that, with the May measurement error specification, the bias disap-
pears after relaxing CKM's AlogGf = logzf assumption. Under the JulyAssessing Structural VARs 45
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specification of measurement error, the bias result remains even after
relaxing CKM's assumption (compare the 1,1 and 1,2 graphs of figure
1.11). As noted above, the May specification of CKM's model has a like-
lihood that is orders of magnitude higher than the July specification.
So, in the version of the CKM model selected by the likelihood criterion
(i.e., the May version), the AlogGf = logzf assumption plays a central
role in driving the CKM's bias result.
In sum, CKM's examples, which imply that VARs with long-run
identification display substantial bias, are not empirically interesting
from a likelihood point of view. The bias in their examples is due to the
way CKM choose the measurement error variance. When their mea-
surement error specification is tested, it is overwhelmingly rejected in
favor of an alternative in which the CKM bias result disappears.
Stochastic Process Uncertainty
CKM argue that there is considerable uncertainty in the business cycle
literature about the values of parameters governing stochastic processes
such as preferences and technology. They argue that this uncertainty
translates into a wide class of examples in which the bias in structural
VARs leads to severely misleading inference. The right panel in figure
1.12 summarizes their argument. The horizontal axis covers the range
of values of (<7; /<7z)
2 considered by CKM. For each value of (oj /<JZ)
2 we
estimate, by maximum likelihood, four parameters of the two-shock
model: fiz, xv ov and pr
29 We use the estimated model as a data generat-
ing process. The left vertical axis displays the small sample mean of the
corresponding VAR-based estimator of the contemporaneous response
of hours worked to a one-standard deviation technology shock.
Based on a review the RBC literature, CKM report that they have a
roughly uniform prior over the different values of (oj/ <7 )
2 considered in
figure 1.12. The figure indicates that for many of these values, the bias
is large (compare the small sample mean, the solid line, with the true
response, the starred line). For example, there is a noticeable bias in the
two-shock CKM specification, where (OJ/CT)
2 = 1.1.
We emphasize three points. First, as we stress repeatedly, bias can-
not be viewed in isolation from sampling uncertainty. The two dashed
lines in the figure indicate the 95 percent probability interval. These
intervals are enormous relative to the bias. Second, not all values of (oj
/ <7 )
2 are equally likely, and for the ones with greatest likelihood there
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display the same range of values of (OJ/CF)
2 as in the right panel. On
the vertical axis we report the log-likelihood value of the associated
model. The peak of this likelihood occurs close to the estimated value
in the two-shock MLE specification. Note how the log-likelihood value
drops sharply as we consider values of (at /<Jz)
2 away from the uncon-
strained maximum likelihood estimate. The vertical bars in the figure




reveals that the confidence interval is very narrow relative to the range
of values considered by CKM, and that within the interval, the bias is
quite small.
Third, the right axis in the right panel of figure 1.12 plots Vh, the per-
cent of the variance in log hours due to technology, as a function of
(cjj /cr)
2. The values of ((T//(72)
2for which there is a noticeable bias corre-
spond to model economies where Vh is less than 2 percent. Here, identi-
fying the effects of a technology shock on hours worked is tantamount
to looking for a needle in a haystack.
The Metric for Assessing the Performance of Structural VARs
CKM emphasize comparisons between the true dynamic response
function in the data generating process and the response function that
an econometrician would estimate using a four-lag VAR with an infinite
amount of data. In our own analysis in section 4, we find population
calculations with four lag VARs useful for some purposes. However,
we do not view the probability limit of a four lag VAR as an interest-
ing metric for measuring the usefulness of structural VARs. In practice
econometricians do not have an infinite amount of data. Even if they
did, they would certainly not use a fixed lag length. Econometricians
determine lag length endogenously and, in a large sample, lag length
would grow. If lag lengths grow at the appropriate rate with sample
size, VAR-based estimators of impulse response functions are consis-
tent. The interesting issue (to us) is how VAR-based procedures per-
form in samples of the size that practitioners have at their disposal.
This is why we focus on small sample properties like bias and sampling
uncertainty.
Over-Differencing
The potential power of the CKM argument lies in showing that VAR-
based procedures are misleading, even under circumstances whenAssessing Structural VARs 51
everyone would agree that VARs should work well, namely when the
econometrician commits no avoidable specification error. The econo-
metrician does, however, commit one unavoidable specification error.
The true VAR is infinite ordered, but the econometrician assumes the
VAR has a finite number of lags. CKM argue that this seemingly innoc-
uous assumption is fatal for VAR analysis. We have argued that this
conclusion is unwarranted.
CKM present other examples in which the econometrician commits
an avoidable specification error. Specifically, they study the conse-
quences of over differencing hours worked. That is, the econometri-
cian first differences hours worked when hours worked are stationary.
3
1
This error gives rise to bias in VAR-based impulse response functions
that is large relative to sampling uncertainty. CKM argue that this bias
is another reason not to use VARs.
However, the observation that avoidable specification error is possi-
ble in VAR analysis is not a problem for VARs per se. The possibility of
specification error is a potential pitfall for any type of empirical work.
In any case, CKM's analysis of the consequences of over differencing is
not new. For example, Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (2003,
hereafter, CEV) study a situation in which the true data generating pro-
cess satisfies two properties: Hours worked are stationary and they rise
after a positive technology shock. CEV then consider an econometrician
who does VAR-based long-run identification when Yt in (16) contains
the growth rate of hours rather than the log level of hours. CEV show
that the econometrician would falsely conclude that hours worked fall
after a positive technology shock. CEV do not conclude from this exer-
cise that structural VARs are not useful. Rather, they develop a statis-
tical procedure to help decide whether hours worked should be first
differenced or not.
CKM Ignore Short-Run Identification Schemes
We argue that VAR-based short-run identification schemes lead to
remarkably accurate and precise inference. This result is of interest
because the preponderance of the empirical literature on structural
VARs explores the implications of short-run identification schemes.
CKM are silent on this literature. McGrattan (2006) dismisses short-
run identification schemes as "hokey." One possible interpretation of
this adjective is that McGrattan can easily imagine models in which the
identification scheme is incorrect. The problem with this interpretation52 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
is that all models are a collection of strong identifying assumptions, all
of which can be characterized as "hokey." A second interpretation is that
in McGrattan's view, the type of zero restrictions typically used in short
run identification are not compatible with dynamic equilibrium theory.
This view is simply incorrect (see Sims and Zha 2006). A third possible
interpretation is that no one finds short-run identifying assumptions
interesting. However, the results of short-run identification schemes
have had an enormous effect on the construction of dynamic, general
equilibrium models. See Woodford (2003) for a summary in the context
of monetary models.
Sensitivity of Some VAR Results to Data Choices
CKM argue that VARs are very sensitive to the choice of data. Spe-
cifically, they review the papers by Francis and Ramey (2005), CEV, and
Gali and Rabanal (2005), which use long-run VAR methods to estimate
the response of hours worked to a positive technology shock. CKM note
that these studies use different measures of per capita hours worked
and output in the VAR analysis. The bottom panel of figure 1.13 displays
the different measures of per capita hours worked that these studies
use. Note how the low frequency properties of these series differ. The
corresponding estimated impulse response functions and confidence
intervals are reported in the top panel. CKM view it as a defect in VAR
methodology that the different measures of hours worked lead to dif-
ferent estimated impulse response functions. We disagree. Empirical
results should be sensitive to substantial changes in the data. A construc-
tive response to the sensitivity in figure 1.13 is to carefully analyze the
different measures of hours worked, see which is more appropriate, and
perhaps construct a better measure. It is not constructive to dismiss an
econometric technique that signals the need for better measurement.
CKM note that the principle differences in the hours data occur in
the early part of the sample. According to CKM, when they drop these
early observations they obtain different impulse response functions.
However, as figure 1.13 shows, these impulse response functions are
not significantly different from each other.
6 A Model with Nominal Rigidities
In this section we use the model in ACEL to assess the accuracy of struc-
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shocks. This model allows for nominal rigidities in prices and wages
and has three shocks: a monetary policy shock, a neutral technology
shock, and a capital-embodied technology shock. Both technology
shocks affect labor productivity in the long run. However, the only
shock in the model that affects the price of investment in the long run
is the capital-embodied technology shock. We use the ACEL model to
evaluate the ability of a VAR to uncover the response of hours worked
to both types of technology shock and to the monetary policy shock.
Our strategy for identifying the two technology shocks is similar to the
one proposed by Fisher (2006). The model rationalizes a version of the
short-run, recursive identification strategy used by Christiano, Eichen-
baum, and Evans (1999) to identify monetary shocks. This strategy cor-
responds closely to the recursive procedure studied in section 2.3.2.
6.1 The Model
The details of the ACEL model, as well as the parameter estimates, are
reported in Appendix A of the NBER Working Paper version of this
paper. Here, we limit our discussion to what is necessary to clarify the
nature of the shocks in the ACEL model. Final goods, Y(, are produced
using a standard Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator of intermediate goods, yt(i),
ie (0,1). To produce a unit of consumption goods, Ct, one unit of final
goods is required. To produce one unit of investment goods, It, T'
1 units
of final goods are required. In equilibrium, T'
1 is the price, in units of
consumption goods, of an investment good. Let /^ f denote the growth
rate of Yt, let [i^ denote the nonstochastic steady state value of fj^. t, and
let /irf denote the percent deviation oi fixt from its steady state value:
1 t-i MY
The stochastic process for the growth rate of Y( is:
J"T,* = P/iT£r,t-i + Onr
£nT,t> °nx > 0- (
32)
We refer to the i.i.d. unit variance random variable, eu t, as the capi-
tal-embodied technology shock. ACEL assume that the intermediate
good, yt(i), for i G (0,1) is produced using a Cobb-Douglas production
function of capital and hours worked. This production function is per-
turbed by a multiplicative, aggregate technology shock denoted by Zf.
Let zt denote the growth rate of Z(, let z denote the nonstochastic steady56 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
state value of zt, and let zt denote the percentage deviation of zt from its
steady state value:
^ ^ (33)
The stochastic process for the growth rate of Zf is:
Zf = Pzh-\ + °z
et > °z > 0/ (
34)
where the i.i.d. unit variance random variable, e
zt, is the neutral shock
to technology.
We now turn to the monetary policy shock. Let xt denote Mt/Mt_v
where Mt denotes the monetary base. Let xt denote the percentage devi-
ation of xt from its steady state, i.e., (xt - x)/x. We suppose that xt is
the sum of three components. One, xMt, represents the component of
xf reflecting an exogenous shock to monetary policy. The other two, xzt
and xTt, represent the endogenous response of xt to the neutral and capi-
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Here, eMt represents the shock to monetary policy and is an i.i.d. unit
variance random variable.
Table 1.3 summarizes the importance of different shocks for the vari-
ance of hours worked and output. Neutral and capital-embodied tech-
nology shocks account for roughly equal percentages of the variance of
hours worked (40 percent each), while monetary policy shocks account
for the remainder. Working with HP-filtered data reduces the impor-
tance of neutral technology shocks to about 18 percent. Monetary policy
shocks become much more important for the variance of hours worked.
A qualitatively similar picture emerges when we consider output.Assessing Structural VARs 57
Table 1.3
Percent Contribution of Shocks in the ACEL model to the Variation in Hours and in Output
Statistic
Variance of logged hours
Variance of HP filtered logged hours
Variance of A




















Note: Results are average values based on 500 simulations of 3,100 observations each.
ACEL: Altig Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Linde (2005).
It is worth emphasizing that neutral technology shocks are much
more important in hours worked in the ACEL model than in the RBC
model. This fact plays an important role in determining the precision of
VAR-based inference using long-run restrictions in the ACEL model.
6.2 Results
We use the ACEL model to simulate 1,000 data sets each with 180 obser-
vations. We report results from two different VARs. In the first VAR, we
simultaneously estimate the dynamic effect on hours worked of a neu-
tral technology shock and a capital-embodied technology shock. The
variables in this VAR are:
Alnflf
In/,
where pu denotes the price of capital in consumption units. The vari-
able, In (pIt), corresponds to In (T"
1) in the model. As in Fisher (2006), we
identify the dynamic effects on Yfof the two technology shocks, using a
generalization of the strategy in section 2.3.1.
3
2 The details are provided
in Appendix B of the NBER Working Paper version of this paper.
The 1,1 panel of figure 1.14 displays our results using the standard
VAR procedure to estimate the dynamic response of hours worked to a
neutral technology shock. Several results are worth emphasizing. First,
the estimator is essentially unbiased. Second, the econometrician's
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circles and stars, which indicate the mean value of the econometrician's
standard-deviation-based and percentile-based confidence intervals,
roughly coincide with the boundaries of the gray area. However, there
is a slight tendency, in both cases, to understate the degree of sampling
uncertainty. Third, confidence intervals are small, relative to those in
the RBC examples. Both sets of confidence intervals exclude zero at all
lags shown. This result provides another example, in addition to the
one provided by Erceg, Guerrieri, and Gust (2005), in which long-run
identifying restrictions are useful for discriminating between models.
An econometrician who estimates that hours drop after a positive tech-
nology shock would reject our parameterization of the ACEL model.
Similarly, an econometrician with a model implying that hours fall
after a positive technology shock would most likely reject that model
if the actual data were generated by our parameterization of the ACEL
model.
The 2,1 panel in figure 1.14 shows results for the response to a capi-
tal-embodied technology shock as estimated using the standard VAR
estimator. The sampling uncertainty is somewhat higher for this esti-
mator than for the neutral technology shock. In addition, there is a
slight amount of bias. The econometrician understates somewhat the
degree of sampling uncertainty.
We now consider the response of hours worked to a monetary policy
shock. We estimate this response using a VAR with the following vari-
ables:
log/,
As discussed in Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1999), the mon-
etary policy shock is identified by choosing C to be the lower triangular
decomposition of the variance covariance matrix, V, of the VAR distur-
bances. That is, we choose a lower triangular matrix, C with positive
diagonal terms, such that CC = V. Let ut = Cet. We then interpret the last
element of et as the monetary policy shock. According to the results in
the 1,2 panel of figure 1.14, the VAR-based estimator of the response
of hours worked displays relatively little bias and is highly precise. In
addition, the econometrician's estimator of sampling uncertainty is vir-
tually unbiased. Suppose the impulse response in hours worked to a
monetary policy shock were computed using VAR-based methods with60 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
data generated from this model. We conjecture that a model in which
money is neutral, or in which a monetary expansion drives hours
worked down, would be easy to reject.
7 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we study the ability of structural VARs to uncover the
response of hours worked to a technology shock. We consider two
classes of data generating processes. The first class consists of a series
of real business cycle models that we estimate using maximum like-
lihood methods. The second class consists of the monetary model in
ACEL. We find that with short-run restrictions, structural VARs per-
form remarkably well in all our examples. With long-run restrictions,
structural VARs work well as long as technology shocks explain at least
a very small portion of the variation in hours worked.
In a number of examples that we consider, VAR-based impulse
response functions using long-run restrictions exhibit some bias. Even
though these examples do not emerge from empirically plausible data
generating processes, we find them of interest. They allow us to diag-
nose what can go wrong with long-run identification schemes. Our
diagnosis leads us to propose a modification to the standard VAR-based
procedure for estimating impulse response functions using long-run
identification. This procedure works well in our examples.
Finally, we find that confidence intervals with long-run identifica-
tion schemes are substantially larger than those with short-run iden-
tification schemes. In all empirically plausible cases, the VARs deliver
confidence intervals that accurately reflect the true degree of sampling
uncertainty. We view this characteristic as a great virtue of VAR-based
methods. When the data contain little information, the VAR will indi-
cate the lack of information. To reduce large confidence intervals the
analyst must either impose additional identifying restrictions (i.e., use
more theory) or obtain better data.
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Endnotes
1. See for example Sims (1989), Eichenbaum and Evans (1995), Rotemberg and Woodford
(1997), Gali (1999), Francis and Ramey (2005), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005),
and Del Negro, Schorfheide, Smets, and Wouters (2005).
2. See, for example, Basu, Fernald, and Kimball (2004), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and
Vigfusson (2003, 2004), Fisher (2006), Francis and Ramey (2005), King, Plosser, Stock
and Watson (1991), Shapiro and Watson (1988), and Vigfusson (2004). Francis, Owyang,
and Roush (2005) pursue a related strategy to identify a technology shock as the shock
that maximizes the forecast error variance share of labor productivity at a long but finite
horizon.
3. This list is particularly long and includes at least Bernanke (1986), Bernanke and
Blinder (1992), Bernanke and Mihov (1998), Blanchard and Perotti (2002), Blanchard and
Watson (1986), Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans
(2005), Cushman and Zha (1997), Eichenbaum and Evans (1995), Hamilton (1997), Rotem-
berg and Woodford (1992), Sims (1986), and Sims and Zha (2006).
4. See also Fernandez-Villaverdez, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent (2005) who investigate
the circumstances in which the economic shocks are recoverable from the VAR distur-
bances. They provide a simple matrix algebra check to assess recoverability. They identify
models in which the conditions are satisfied and other models in which they are not.
5. Let kt = kt/Ztr Then, k = (kt - k)/k, where k denotes the value of kt in nonstochastic steady state.
6. For an early example, see Hansen and Sargent (1980, footnote 12). Sims and Zha (forth-
coming) discuss the possibility that, although a given economic shock may not lie exactly
in the space of current and past Y(, it may nevertheless be ''close." They discuss methods
to detect this case.
7. Cooley and Dwyer (1998) argue that in the standard RBC model, if technology shocks
have a unit root, then per capita hours worked will be difference stationary. This claim,
which plays an important role in their analysis of VARs, is incorrect.
8. We implement the procedure for estimating C2 by computing CC = V, where C is the
lower triangular Cholesky decomposition of V, and setting C2 equal to the second column
ofC.
9. We use the standard Kalman filter strategy discussed in Hamilton (1994, section 13.4).
We remove the sample mean from X( prior to estimation and set the measurement error
in the Kalman filter system to zero, i.e., R - 0 in (6).
10. See, for example, Christiano (1988), Christiano et al. (2004), and Smets and Wouters
(2003).
11. We compute forecast error variances based on a four lag VAR. The variables in the
VAR depend on whether the calculations correspond to the two or three shock model.
In the case of the two-shock model, the VAR has two variables, output growth and log
hours. In the case of the three-shock model, the VAR has three variables: output growth,
log hours and the log of the investment to output ratio. Computing Vh requires estimat-
ing VARs in artificial data generated with all shocks, as well as in artificial data gener-
ated with only the technology shock. In the latter case, the one-step ahead forecast error
from the VAR is well defined, even though the VAR coefficients themselves are not well
defined due to multicollinearity problems.62 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
12. When we measure Vh according to (1), Vh drops from 3.73 in the two-shock MLE
model to 0.18 in the three-shock MLE model. The analogous drop in Vh is an order of
magnitude smaller when V^ is measured using (2) or (3). The reason for this difference
is that p{ goes from 0.986 in the two-shock MLE model to 0.9994 in the three-shock MLE
model. In the latter specification there is a near-unit root in r/(, which translates into a
near-unit root in hours worked. As a result, the variance of hours worked becomes very
large at the low frequencies. The near-unit root in xu has less of an effect on hours worked
at high and business cycle frequencies.
13. Sims and Zha (1999) refer to what we call the percentile-based confidence interval as
the "other-percentile bootstrap interval." This procedure has been used in several studies,
such as Blanchard and Quah (1989), Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1999), Francis
and Ramey (2005), McGrattan (2006), and Runkle (1987). The standard-deviation based
confidence interval has been used by other researchers, such as Christiano, Eichenbaum,
and Evans (2005), Gali (1999), and Gali and Rabanal (2005).
14. For each lag starting at the impact period, we ordered the 1,000 estimated impulse
responses from smallest to largest. The lower and upper boundaries correspond to the
25"" and the 975
th impulses in this ordering.
15. An extreme example, in which the point estimates roughly coincide with one of the
boundaries of the percentile-based confidence interval, appears in Blanchard and Quah
(1989).
16. As ox falls, the total volatility of hours worked falls, as does the relative importance
of labor tax shocks. In principle, both effects contribute to the decline in sampling uncer-
tainty.
17. The minimization in (26) is actually over the trace of the indicated integral. One inter-
pretation of (26) is that it provides the probability limit of our estimators—what they
would converge to as the sample size increases to infinity. We do not adopt this interpre-
tation, because in practice an econometrician would use a consistent lag-length selection
method. The probability limit of our estimators corresponds to the true impulse response
functions for all cases considered in this paper.
18. The derivation of this formula is straightforward. Write (10) in lag operator form as
follows:
where Eutu't - V. Let the fitted disturbances associated with a particular parameteriza-
tion, B(L), be denoted w(. Simple substitution implies:
ut=[B(L)~B(L)]Yt_1 + ut.
The two random variables on the right of the equality are orthogonal, so that the variance
utoi is just the variance of the sum of the two:
var(ut) = var([B(L) - B{L)]Yt^) + V.
Expression (26) in the text follows immediately.
19. By V > V, we mean that V - V is a positive definite matrix.
20. In the earlier discussion it was convenient to adopt the normalization that the tech-
nology shock is the second element of et. Here, we adopt the same normalization as for
the long-run identification—namely, that the technology shock is the first element of ef.Assessing Structural VARs 63
21. This result explains why lag-length selection methods, such as the Akaike criterion,
almost never suggest values of q greater than four in artificial data sets of length 180,
regardless of which of our data generating methods we used. These lag length selection
methods focus on V.
22. Equation (26) shows that B(l) corresponds to only a single point in the integral. So
other things equal, the estimation criterion assigns no weight at all to getting B(l) right.
The reason B(l) is identified in our setting is that the B(co) functions we consider are con-
tinuous at co = 0.
23. A similar argument is presented in Ravenna (2005).
24. Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (2006) also consider the estimator proposed
by Andrews and Monahan (1992).
25. The rule of always setting the bandwidth, r, equal to sample size does not yield a
consistent estimator of the spectral density at frequency zero. We assume that as sample
size is increased beyond T = 180, the bandwidth is increased sufficiently slowly to achieve
consistency.
26. Because (26) is a quadratic function, we solve the optimization problem by solving
the linear first-order conditions. These are the Yule-Walker equations, which rely on
population second moments of the data. We obtain the population second moments by
complex integration of the reduced form of the model used to generate the data, as sug-
gested by Christiano (2002).
27. To ensure comparability of results we use CKM's computer code and data, avail-
able on Ellen McGrattan's webpage. The algorithm used by CKM to form the estimation
criterion is essentially the same as the one we used to estimate our models. The only
difference is that CKM use an approximation to the Gaussian function by working with
the steady state Kalman gain. We form the exact Gaussian density function, in which the
Kalman gain varies over dates, as described in Hamilton (1994). We believe this differ-
ence is inconsequential.
28. When generating the artificial data underlying the calculations in the 3,1 panel of
figure 1.11, we set the measurement error to zero. (The same assumption was made for all
the results reported here.) However, simulations that include the estimated measurement
error produce results that are essentially the same.
29. We use CKM's computer code and data to ensure comparability of results.
30. The bounds of this interval are the upper and lower values of (cr, /cr)
2 where twice the
difference of the log-likelihood from its maximal value equals the critical value associated
with the relevant likelihood ratio test.
31. For technical reasons, CKM actually consider "quasi differencing" hours worked
using a differencing parameter close to unity. In small samples this type of quasi differ-
encing is virtually indistinguishable from first differencing.
32. Our strategy differs somewhat from the one pursued in Fisher (2006), who applies a
version of the instrumental variables strategy proposed by Shapiro and Watson (1988).
33. Similar specifications have been used by authors such as Sims (1994) and Schmitt-
Grohe and Uribe (2004).64 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
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Appendix A A Model with Nominal Wage and Price Rigidities
This appendix describes the ACEL model used in section 6. The model econ-
omy is composed of households, firms, and a monetary authority.
There is a continuum of households, indexed by; e (0,1). The f
h household
is a monopoly supplier of a differentiated labor service, and sets its wage sub-
ject to Calvo-style wage frictions. In general, households earn different wage
rates and work different amounts. A straightforward extension of arguments in
Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000) and in Woodford (1996) establishes that in
the presence of state contingent securities, households are homogeneous with
respect to consumption and asset holdings. Our notation reflects this result.
The preferences of the f
h household are given by:
h},
t=o
where ysL > 0 and E\ is the time t expectation operator, conditional on household
fs time t information set. The variable, C(/ denotes time t consumption and
h.t denotes time t hours worked. The household's asset evolution equation is
given by:
Mt=R, [M, - Q, + (r - \)M\ ] + A. + Q, + W.h., + D - (1 + TJ {V,)) PC,.
Here, M( and Qt denote, respectively, the household's stock of money, and cash
balances at the beginning of period t. The variable W. f represents the nominal
wage rate at time t. In addition Dt and A t denote firm profits and the net cash
inflow from participating in state-contingent security markets at time t. The
variable, xt, represents the gross growth rate of the economy-wide per capita68 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
stock of money, M"(. The quantity (xt - l)M"t is a lump-sum payment to house-
holds by the monetary authority. The household deposits Mt— Qt+ (xt - l)M"t
with a financial intermediary. The variable, Rt, denotes the gross interest rate.
The variable, Vt, denotes the time t velocity of the household's cash balances:
Vt=S&, (Al)
where T](Vt) is increasing and convex.
3
3 For the quantitative analysis of our
model, we must specify the level and the first two derivatives of the transac-
tions function, J](V), evaluated in steady state. We denote these by 77, rj', and
77", respectively. Let e denote the interest semi-elasticity of money demand in
steady state:
400 xdRt
Let V and 77 denote the values of velocity and 7](Vt) in steady state. ACEL param-
eterize the second-order Taylor series expansion of 7](-) about steady state. The
values of 77, if, and 77", are determined by ACEL's estimates of e, V, and 77.
The;"
1 household is a monopoly supplier of a differentiated labor service, hr
It sells this service to a representative, competitive firm that transforms it into
an aggregate labor input, Lt, using the technology:
H,= 1 < Am < 00.
Let Wt denote the aggregate wage rate, i.e., the nominal price of Ht. The house-
hold takes Ht and W( as given.
In each period, a household faces a constant probability, 1 - £w, of being able
to re-optimize its nominal wage. The ability to re-optimize is independent
across households and time. If a household cannot re-optimize its wage at time
t, it sets W.f according to:
where ntl= Ptl/PtT The presence of jnz. implies that there are no distortions
from wage dispersion along the steady state growth path.
At time t a final consumption good, Yt, is produced by a perfectly competitive,
representative final good firm. This firm produces the final good by combining
a continuum of intermediate goods, indexed by i e [0,1], using the technology
y _
•lA,
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where 1 < Xf < °° and yt(i) denotes the time t input of intermediate good i. The
firm takes its output price, Pt, and its input prices, Pt(i), as given and beyond
its control.








where 0 < a < 1. Here, ht(i) and Kt(i) denote time t labor and capital services
used to produce the i
th intermediate good. The variable Zf represents a time t
shock to the technology for producing intermediate output. The growth rate
of Zt, Zt /ZtV is denoted by (izt. The non-negative scalar, 0, parameterizes fixed
costs of production. To express the model in terms of a stochastic steady state,




where Y( represents a time t shock to capital-embodied technology. The sto-
chastic process generating Zfis defined by (33) and (34). The stochastic process
generating Y( is defined by (31) and (32).
Intermediate good firms hire labor in perfectly competitive factor markets at
the wage rate, W{. Profits are distributed to households at the end of each time
period. We assume that the firm must borrow the wage bill in advance at the
gross interest rate, Rr
In each period, the i
th intermediate goods firm faces a constant probability,
1 - t,, of being able to re-optimize its nominal price. The ability to re-optimize




Let Kt(i) denote the physical stock of capital available to the i
th firm at the
beginning of period t. The services of capital, Kt(i) are related to stock of physi-
cal capital, by:
Kt(i) = ut(i)Kt(i).
Here ut(i) is firm i's capital utilization rate. The cost, in investment goods, of
setting the utilization rate to ut{i) is a{ut(i)) Kt(i), where a() is increasing and con-
vex. We assume that ut(i) = 1 in steady state and a(l) = 0. These two conditions
determine the level and slope of a(-) in steady state. To implement our log-linear
solution method, we must also specify a value for the curvature of a in steady
state, <T = a"(l) /fl'(l) > 0.70 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
There is no technology for transferring capital between firms. The only way a
firm can change its stock of physical capital is by varying the rate of investment,
It(i), over time. The technology for accumulating physical capital by intermedi-
ate good firm i is given by:
where
The adjustment cost function, S, satisfies S - S' - 0, and S" > 0 in steady state.
Given the log-linearization procedure used to solve the model, we need not
specify any other features of the function S.
The present discounted value of the i




where Rt denotes the gross nominal rate of interest.
The monetary policy rule is defined by (35) and (36). Financial intermediaries
receive Mt- Qt + (xt - l)Mf from the household. Our notation reflects the equi-
librium condition, M"t = M(. Financial intermediaries lend all of their money to
intermediate good firms, which use the funds to pay labor wages. Loan market
clearing requires that:
tt trQt. (A7)
The aggregate resource constraint is:
Y^I, +a(ut)Kt] < Yt. (A8)
We refer the reader to ACEL for a description of how the model is solved
and for the methodology used to estimate the model parameters. The data
and programs, as well as an extensive technical appendix, may be found at
the following website: www.faculty.econ.northwestern.edu/faculty/christiano/
research/ ACEL/acelweb.htm.Assessing Structural VARs 71
Appendix B Long-Run Identification of Two Technology Shocks
This appendix generalizes the strategy for long-run identification of one shock
to two shocks, using the strategy of Fisher (2006). As before, the VAR is:
t + ut, Eutu't=V,
We suppose that the fundamental shocks are related to the VAR disturbances
as follows:
ut=Cet, Eet£'t = l, CC = V,




lim [Et log pLt+j - £t_i logpJ/t+7-] = fr(£Mr (, only).
That is, only technology shocks have a long-run effect on the log-level of labor
productivity, whereas only capital-embodied shocks have a long-run effect on
the log-level of the price of investment goods. According to the sign restric-
tions, the slope of fz with respect to its second argument and the slope of/r are
non-negative. Applying a suitably modified version of the logic in section 2.3.1,
we conclude that, according to the exclusion restrictions, the indicated pattern
of zeros must appear in the following 3 by 3 matrix:
a 0 0 '
b c 0
number number number
The sign restrictions are a, c > 0. To compute the dynamic response of Yf to the
two technology shocks, we require the first two columns of C. To obtain these,
we proceed as follows. Let D = [I — B(l)]"
1 C, so that:
DD' = [I - B(l)]"
1 V[I- B(1)V = Sy(0), (Bl)72 Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson
where, as before, Sy(0) is the spectral density of Yf at frequency-zero, as implied






Here, the zero restrictions reflect our exclusion restrictions, and the sign restric-

































The sign restrictions imply that the square roots should be positive. The fact
that SY(0) is positive definite ensures that the square roots are real numbers.
Finally, the first two columns of C are calculated as follows:
where C is the i
th column of C and D( is the i
th column of D, i = 1,2.
To construct our modified VAR procedure, simply replace Sy(0) in (Bl) by
(29).Comment
Patrick J. Kehoe, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, University of
Minnesota, and NBER
1 Introduction
Most of the existing structural VAR (SVAR) literature argues that a use-
ful way of advancing theory is to directly compare impulse responses
from structural VARs run on the data to theoretical impulse responses
from models. The crux of the Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2006)
(henceforth, CKM) critique of this common approach is that it compares
the empirical impulse responses from the data to inappropriate objects
in the model. We argue that logically, instead of being compared to the
theoretical impulse responses, the empirical impulse responses should
be compared to impulse responses from identical structural VARs run
on data from the model of the same length as the actual data. We refer
to this latter approach as the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach since it has
been advocated by Sims (1989) and successfully applied by Cogley and
Nason (1995).
CKM argue that in making the inappropriate comparison, the com-
mon approach makes an error avoided by the Sims-Cogley-Nason
approach. That error makes the common approach prone to various
pitfalls, including small-sample bias and lag-truncation bias. For exam-
ple, the data length may be so short that the researcher is forced to use
a short lag length, and the estimated VAR may be a poor approximation
to the model's infinite-order VAR. The Sims-Cogley-Nason approach
avoids such problems because it treats the data from the U.S. economy
and the model economy symmetrically.
On purely logical grounds, then, the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach
seems to dominate the common approach.
1 How well does the common
approach do in practice using SVARs based on long-run restrictions on
data from a real business cycle model? CKM show that for data of the74 Kehoe
relevant length, SVARs do miserably: The bias is large and SVARs are
unable to distinguish between models of interest—unless technology
shocks account for virtually all the fluctuations in output.
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (2006) (henceforth, CEV),
perhaps the most prominent defenders of the common approach,
seem to agree with CKM on the most important matters of substance.
Indeed, since there seems to be no dispute that the Sims-Cogley-Nason
approach dominates the common approach, there should be little dis-
agreement over how future research in this area should be conducted.
Likewise, there seems to be no dispute that when shocks other than
technology play a sizable role in output fluctuations, SVARs do mis-
erably. The primary point of disagreement between CEV and CKM is
thus a relatively minor one about the likely size of the errors in the past
literature that uses the common approach. CEV argue that the errors
are small because the evidence is overwhelming that in U.S. data, tech-
nology shocks account for virtually all the fluctuations in output. CKM
point to both 20 years of business cycle research and simple statistics
in the data that all lead to the opposite conclusion about technology
shocks and, hence, to the opposite conclusion as to the size of the errors
of the common approach.
CEV also venture beyond the confines of the CKM critique and ana-
lyze SVARs with short-run restrictions. They focus on SVARs applied to
monetary models which satisfy the same recursive identifying assump-
tions as their SVARs. CEV argue that the error in this application of
the common approach is small, and thus the technique can be used
broadly to distinguish promising models from the rest. Here the pri-
mary problem with their analysis is that it is subject to the Lucas and
Stokey critique (Lucas and Stokey 1987): Only a tiny subset of existing
monetary models in the literature actually satisfies the recursive identi-
fying assumptions. That subset does not include even, for example, the
best-known monetary models of Lucas (1972, 1990). Yet the technique
has been used to reject these and other such models. Clearly, comparing
impulse responses from SVARs with a set of identifying assumptions
to those from models which do not satisfy those assumptions is prob-
lematic.
Notice that the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach is immune to the
Lucas and Stokey critique. Under this approach, it is entirely coherent
to compare impulse responses with a set of identifying assumptions
to those from models which do not satisfy these assumptions. Under
this approach, the impulse responses are simply statistics with possiblyComment 75
little economic interpretation. Now, those statistics may not be interpre-
table as being close to the model's theoretical response, but so what?
When Kydland and Prescott (1982) compare variances, covariances,
and cross-correlations in the model and the data, it does not matter
whether these statistics have some deep economic interpretation.
Of course, it is not true that all statistics are equally desirable. What
properties lead certain statistics to be more desirable than others? One
important property is that the statistics vary across alternative models
in such a way that, with samples of the lengths we have, they can be
used to point with confidence toward one class of models and away
from another. (If no such statistics exist, then the data have little to say
about the theories of interest.) A second desirable property is that the
statistics depend on key features of theory and not on inessential aux-
iliary assumptions. An important question for a serious assessment of
the SVAR literature is, in what sense are the SVAR statistics more or less
desirable than a host of other non-SVAR-related statistics? Regrettably,
little or no work in the SVAR literature seems directed at this critical
question.
To reiterate: The CKM critique does not apply to all SVAR analyses,
only those that use the common approach rather than the Sims-Cog-
ley-Nason approach. For most analyses, switching to that dominant
approach would cost little—changing only a few lines of computer
code and a few lines of text. By making such a switch, researchers using
structural VARs can vastly enhance the role of VARs in guiding theory.
In these comments, I begin by carefully describing the difference
between the common approach and the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach.
Then I describe four issues of perceived disagreement between CKM
and CEV about SVARs with long-run restrictions. Finally, in terms of
CEV's analysis with short-run restrictions, I describe two critiques
which need to be addressed by researchers who steadfastly refuse to
abandon the common approach.
2 Getting Precise
Let me begin with some notation with which I can make the CKM argu-
ment precise.
The first step in both SVAR approaches is to run a VAR with p lags
on a data set {Yf)
 Tf=1 and then apply the identifying assumptions to con-
struct the impulse response matrices A.(p, T) for i = 0,1, ... , where i
denotes periods after the impact period and the notation emphasizes76 Kehoe
that the impulse responses depend on the lag length p and the sample
size T. In applications using postwar U.S. data, it is common to set p =
4 and to have T = 180 or numbers similar to these, and I will denote the
resulting matrices by Af
s(p = 4, T = 180).
The common approach emphasizes the interpretation of these matri-
ces. For instance, in the standard example, the data consist of a measure
of labor productivity and a measure of hours and the theoretical model
has two shocks, technology and non-technology shocks. The first col-
umn of the impact matrix A "
s(p = 4, T = 180) is interpreted as the impact
effect of the technology shock on productivity and hours, while the sec-
ond column is interpreted as the impact effect of the non-technology
shock on productivity and hours. The subsequent matrices are simi-
larly interpreted.
In contrast, CKM and Sims, Cogley, and Nason view these matri-
ces as moments of the data that may be used in discriminating among
models of interest.
Now suppose we have a quantitative economic model in which the
impulse responses to the technology and non-technology shocks are
the matrices D.{9), i = 0,1, ... , where #denotes the model parameters.
The second step of the common approach compares
Af (p = 4, T = 180) to D.(6). (1)
Sometimes this comparison is informal and implicit, as in the work of
Gali (1999), Francis and Ramey (2005), and Gali and Rabanal (2005),
who find that labor falls after a positive productivity shock and con-
clude that real business cycles are dead. Sometimes this comparison is
formal and explicit, as in the work of Altig et al. (2005), and is used to
choose model parameters 0.
The second step of the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach is quite differ-
ent. To understand this step, let A.(p,TI 6) denote the mean of impulse
responses found by applying the SVAR approach with p lags in the
VAR to the many simulations of data of length T generated from the
model with parameters 6. The second step of the Sims-Cogley-Nason
approach compares
A!
L/s(p = 4,T = 180) to A{(p = 4:,T = l80\6). (2)
At a conceptual level, we interpret the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach as
advocating comparing the exact small-sample distribution of the esti-Comment 77
mator of the impulse responses with p = 4 and T - 180 to the estimated
impulse response parameters. We view the simulations involved as a
simple way to approximate that small-sample distribution. If it were
feasible to analytically work out the small-sample distribution of the
estimator, then so much the better.
CKM interpret (2) as the correct comparison, which is firmly grounded
in (simulated) method-of-moments theory, and (1) as simply a mistake
of the common approach.
The whole point of the CKM work is to quantify when and why these
two comparisons will yield different answers, that is, when and why
the two objects computed from the model, A. (p = 4, T = 1801 6) and
D^d), will differ. Part of CKM's analysis focuses on the two-variable
case with Yt(a) = (A (yf //(), lt - ocltlY, where yt is the log of output, /fis the log of hours, and ae [0,1] is the quasi-differencing parameter. The
specification Yt(a) nests three cases of interest: a - 0, the level SVAR
(LSVAR) case; a = 1, the differenced SVAR (DSVAR) case; and a = .99,
the quasi-differenced SVAR (QDSVAR) case.
When 6 is such that technology shocks do not account for the vast
bulk of fluctuations in output, LSVARs do miserably: The bias is large
and the confidence bands are so enormous that the technique is unable
to distinguish among most classes of models of interest.
With such a 0, the DSVARs and QDSVARs also fare poorly: The bias
is large enough to flip the sign of the impact coefficient of hours on
a technology shock. While the confidence bands are large, they don't
stop a researcher from rejecting that the simulated data came from a
real business cycle model, even though they did. CKM think that this
result suggests that researchers who have determined that real business
cycle models are dead based on SVAR evidence may have come to that
conclusion simply because they were not comparing the appropriate
objects in the model and the data.
Note that, at least for the long-run restriction branch of the SVAR lit-
terature, the issue is all about approximation error. If we had an infinite
sample of data from a model that satisfies the identifying restrictions
and we estimated a VAR with an infinite number of lags, we would
have (in the relevant sense of convergence)
Ai(p = °o,T = oo) = Dt(G) (3)
for both the LSVAR and the QDSVAR cases, where, for simplicity, we
have assumed that the identifying assumptions are sufficient as well78 Kehoe
as necessary. (As we discuss below, Marcet (2005) shows why (3) holds
even for the DSVAR case in which hours are "over-differenced.")
With (l)-(3) in mind, note that A.(p = 4, T = 4) - D.{6) can be inter-
preted as the error in the common approach relative to the Sims-
Cogley-Nason approach. CKM decompose this error into
where the first term is the Hurwicz-type small-sample bias and the sec-
ond term is the lag-truncation bias. It turns out that for both the LSVAR
case and the QDSVAR case, most of the error is coming from the lag-
truncation bias. Intuitively, this truncation bias arises both because
the p = 4 specification forced terms to be zero that are not and because
the OLS estimator adjusts the estimates of the included lags to com-
pensate for those that have been excluded. CKM develop propositions
that give intuition for when the error from the lag-truncation bias will
be large.
2
3 The Common Approach with Long-Run Restrictions
The SVAR literature with long-run restrictions, in general, and CEV, in
particular, claim that the common approach is a state-of-the-art tech-
nique which is a useful guide for theory. We disagree. Here I describe
three specific points of disagreement relevant to CEV's discussion of
long-run restrictions and one point in which CEV seem to think there is
disagreement where none really exists. My overall point here is that we
all agree there exist circumstances under which the errors from using the
common approach are small; however, as CKM have shown, these cir-
cumstances are not general. Moreover, regardless of the circumstances,
this approach is dominated by what we consider the state-of-the-art
technique, the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach. This approach is at least
as easy to use as the common approach, and it has the advantage of a
firm logical and statistical foundation.
Consider now the four points.
First, CEV argue that LSVARs are useful in guiding theory about fluc-
tuations in the U.S. economy because in U.S. data, they say, technology
shocks account for almost all of the fluctuations in output. We argue that
while some reasonable statistics do point to technology shocks playing
an overwhelming role, a number of other sensible statistics, as well as
much of the literature, strongly suggest that their role is modest.Comment 79
Second, CEV argue that even if technology shocks do not account
for almost all of the fluctuations in output, there is a new estimator
of impulse responses that virtually eliminates the bias associated with
the standard OLS estimator. We argue that while for some parameter
values this new estimator improves on the OLS estimator, for others it
does worse. In this sense, the new estimator does not solve all the prob-
lems facing this literature.
Third, CEV ignore the DSVAR literature on the grounds, they say,
that the DSVAR is misspecified because it incorrectly differences hours.
This misspecification, they say, leads to incorrect estimates of impulse
responses even with an infinite amount of data. We argue that here,
for all practical purposes, CEV are wrong about the DSVAR being mis-
specified. Instead the only error in the DSVAR literature is the same as
in the LSVAR literature: Using the common approach rather than the
Sims-Cogley-Nason approach.
Finally, I consider a point on which there is actually no disagreement.
CEV argue that when more variables are added to an LSVAR, in special
cases it can sometimes usefully distinguish between classes of models.
CEV somehow seem to think we disagree here, but we do not. Indeed,
part of the point of CKM is to provide a theorem as to when LSVARs
can and cannot perform this function. We emphasize, however, that the
"can" circumstances are somewhat narrow.
3.1 Do Technology Shocks Account for Virtually All of the Fluctuations
in Output?
CKM show that if technology shocks account for virtually all of the
fluctuations in output, then the errors associated with the common
approach are relatively small. Much of CEV's work is devoted to argu-
ing that the U.S. data definitively show that technology shocks account
for the vast bulk of the movements in output and non-technology
shocks, almost none. There is a vast literature on this subject, much of
it contradicting that stand.
Let's take a closer look at the issues at stake. Using the notation of
CKM and ignoring means, we can write the stochastic processes for a
technology shock, log Zf, and a non-technology shock, xw for both CEV
and CKM, as
logZf+1 = logZ( + logzf+1 (4)80 Kehoe
where log zt and eu are independent, mean zero, i.i.d. normal random
variables with variances <7
2 and of and p is the serial correlation of the
non-technology shock. Note that these stochastic processes are deter-
mined by three parameters (a
2, of, p). CEV estimate these parameters
to be cr
2 = (.00953)
2, of = (.0056)
2, and p = .986. CKM show that the
impulse errors in the SVARs increase with the ratio of the variances of
the innovations of/o\
CEV's finding that LSVARs do well with U.S. data rests crucially on
their estimate of the variance of non-technology shocks. CKM and CEV
agree that LSVARs do miserably when this variance is large. The main
disagreement between us here is whether we can confidently assert
that, when the U.S. data are viewed through the lens of a real business
cycle model, the variance of non-technology shocks is, indeed, small.
CEV do not make clear that at a mechanical level, the only source of
their disagreement with us is the relevant values of that one parameter
of. Here, to demonstrate that point, I set all of the parameters, except
of, equal to those of CEV.
The question then is, what is a reasonable value for the variance
of non-technology shocks? Before confronting this question formally,
recall a well-known fact: In real business cycle models with unit root
technology shocks, the volatility of hours due to technology shocks is
tiny. The reason is that the unit root nature of the shocks diminishes the
already small intertemporal substitution effects present in real business
cycle models with mean-reverting shocks.
3 Indeed, based on unfiltered
series in both the data and the model along with the CEV estimates for
(T
2, we find that
the variance of hours in the model with only technology shocks ((^
= l.o/o, \p)
the variance of hours in the U.S. data
where for the hours series we use the same Prescott and Ueberfeldt
series as in CKM. Thus, for the CEV model to reproduce the observed
volatility of hours, the non-technology shocks alone must account for
over 98 percent of the volatility in hours. In this sense, the data clearly
suggest that non-technology shocks must be very large relative to tech-
nology shocks.
How large? To answer that question, in the top graph of figure 1.15,
I plot the variance of hours in the model and in the data against the
variance of the non-technology shocks, holding fixed (T
2 and pl at CEV's
values. Clearly, under these conditions, as of is increased, the variance
of hours in the model rises. This graph shows that at CEV's estimateComment 81
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The Data Say Non-Technology Shocks Must Be Large, and When They Are, So Are the
Bias and Confidence Bands82 Kehoe
for a}
2 (.0056
2), hours are only about a third as volatile in their model as
in the data. The graph also shows that for the model to account for the
observed variability in hours, Oj




The bottom graph of figure 1.15 shows that when the parameter
under dispute, o^, is chosen to reproduce CEV's estimate, the bias is
modest but the confidence bands are large. When this parameter is cho-
sen to reproduce the observed volatility of hours, the LSVAR does mis-
erably: The bias is large and the confidence bands are so enormous that
the technique is unable to distinguish among most classes of models of
interest.
I should be clear that we do not disagree that there exist some statis-
tics, including some maximum likelihood statistics, that would lead to
the conclusion that non-technology shocks are small. CKM find that the
maximum likelihood estimates are sensitive to the variables included
in the observer equation, especially investment. Under some specifica-
tions, the variance of non-technology shocks is large while in others it is
small. The reason for this sensitivity is that a stripped-down model like
ours cannot mimic well all of the comovements in U.S. data, so that it
matters what features of the data the researcher wants to mimic. In such
a circumstance, we think it makes sense to use a limited-information
technique in which we can choose the moments we want the model to
do well on.
Therefore, in designing a laboratory to test whether the SVAR meth-
odology works, we asked, what would be some desirable features of
the data for the model to reproduce? We came up with three answers,
all of which contradict the condition necessary for SVARs to work well
in practice; that is, all three suggest that non-technology shocks must
be large.
One of our answers, which motivates the exercise just conducted, is
that if the whole point of the procedure is to decompose the movements
in hours, then the model should generate volatility in hours similar to
that in the data. As CKM demonstrate, in the context of the CEV model,
to do that the model needs large non-technology shocks.
A second answer is that the laboratory model should reproduce the
key statistic that both started off the whole debate and is the main result
in the long-run restriction SVAR literature: Gall's (1999) initial drop in
hours after a positive technology shock. CKM ask, holding fixed the
estimates of the variance of technology shocks and the persistence ofComment 83
non-technology shocks, what must be the variance of the non-technol-
ogy shocks in order to reproduce Gali's impact coefficient on hours?
We find that the variance of non-technology shocks must be large, large
enough so that the SVARs do miserably in terms of bias and size of
confidence bands.
(Note here that under the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach, whether or
not Gali's DSVAR is misspecified is irrelevant. Gali's statistic is just a
moment of the data that has happened to receive a lot of attention, with
possibly no more interpretation than those in the standard Kydland
and Prescott (1982) table of moments.)
A third answer to the question of reproducible features is that if the
SVAR procedure works well, then the variance of the shocks should
be consistent with the variance decompositions in the SVAR literature
itself. Much of this literature, including Christiano, Eichenbaum, and
Vigfusson (2003), attributes only a small fraction of the fluctuations to
technology shocks. As CKM show, with the parameters set to generate
any of these statistics, the SVAR responses are badly biased and have
enormous confidence bands.
In sum, contrary to the argument of CEV, the U.S. data do not defini-
tively show that technology shocks account for virtually all of the move-
ments in output. Most of the literature agrees with us, including much
of the previous work of CEV, both alone and in concert.
3.2 Does the Mixed OLS-Newey-West Estimator Uniformly Improve
on OLS?
Perhaps the most interesting part of CEV's work is their proposed
estimator of impulse responses with long-run restrictions. They argue
that this estimator, which splices the OLS estimator and a Newey
and West (1987) estimator, "virtually eliminates the bias" (CEV 2006,
p. 3) associated with the standard OLS estimator and thus makes the
errors of their approach tiny. In this sense, CEV argue that it does not
matter whether technology shocks account for almost all of the fluc-
tuations in output because their new estimator takes care of the bias
problem.
We disagree. The results of Mertens (2006) show that actually the
new estimator does not even uniformly improve on the standard OLS
estimator. Unfortunately, the new estimator is thus not a comprehen-
sive solution for the problems with long-run restrictions.84 Kehoe
To understand these issues, use the notation of Mertens (2006) to
write the standard OLS estimator of the impact coefficient matrix AQ as
where B.
OL
S denotes the regression coefficient matrices from the VAR
and Chol(Sx(0)
OLS) denotes the Cholesky decomposition of the OLS esti-
mate of the spectral density matrix SX(0)
OL
S of the variables in the VAR





S is the OLS estimate of the covariance matrix of residuals
from the VAR.
CEV propose replacing SX(0)
OL
S with a spectral density estimator
along the lines of Newey and West (1987), with a Bartlett weighting
scheme given by
where Xt is the data, T is the sample length, ET is the sample moments
operator, and b is a truncation parameter.
5
Figure 1.16, taken from Mertens (2006), displays the impact errors
resulting from the use of the OLS estimator and the mixed OLS-Newey-
West estimator, with four lags in the VAR, b = 150, T = 180, various val-
ues of <7;
2/<72
2, and the rest of the parameters set as in CEV. The figure
shows that when non-technology shocks are small, the CEV estimator
has a larger bias than does the OLS estimator. As Mertens shows, if non-
technology shocks are large enough, the positions eventually reverse.
Clearly, the mixed OLS-Newey-West estimator is not uniformly better
than the OLS estimator. (For more details, see Mertens (2006).)
3.3 Are DSVARs Misspecified?
It is somewhat of a puzzle to me why, in their broad assessment of
SVARs, CEV focus on the LSVAR literature, which does not have eco-Comment 85












The Mixed OLS-Newey-West Estimator Is Not Uniformly Better
nomic results and has garnered neither much attention nor publica-
tions, and ignore the DSVAR literature, which both does and has. (See
CKM's discussion of Fernald (2005), Gambetti (2006), and the LSVAR
literature for details supporting this assertion.)
Both CKM and CEV argue that the DSVAR literature has a problem,
but we disagree as to what it is. CKM argue that the only mistake in the
DSVAR literature is that it uses the common approach rather than the
Sims-Cogley-Nason approach; that is, this literature compares empiri-
cal SVARs to inappropriate objects in the model. In this comparison,
the lag-truncation bias is severe enough that it flips the sign of the esti-
mated impulse response. CEV argue that the DSVAR literature makes
a different mistake. In particular, CEV argue that the procedure of dif-
ferencing hours has "an avoidable specification error" (CEV, p. 26).86 Kehoe
They seem to conclude that, even with an infinite amount of data, the
DSVAR impulse responses will not coincide with the model's impulse
responses. We disagree: CKM address the issue of misspecification
directly and argue that the DSVAR procedure has no specification error
of importance.
6
CKM argue this result in two steps. The first step in our argument is
that with a QDSVAR, with a close to 1, say, .99, Gali (1999) would have
obtained impulse responses virtually indistinguishable from those he
actually obtains in his DSVAR in which he sets a equal to 1. In this
sense, for all practical purposes, we can think of Gali as having run a
QDSVAR. The second step in our argument is that, for any a < 1 and
a long enough data set, the QDSVAR will get exactly the right answer.
That is, with the lag length chosen to be suitably increasing with sam-
ple size, the sample impulse responses in the QDSVAR procedure will
converge in the relevant sense to the model's impulse response; that
is, A. (p = oo, T = °o) = D.(6). In this precise sense, contrary to what CEV
claim, this procedure has no specification error of importance.
Marcet (2005) shows something subtler. He shows that with the
DSVAR procedure in which a equals 1, the sample impulse responses
from a procedure in which the lag length increases appropriately with
sample size converge in the relevant sense to the model's impulse
response. Marcet notes that his Proposition 1 seems to directly contra-
dict the, at least implicit, claims of Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfus-
son (2003).
7
So, with large samples, researchers have no a priori reason to prefer
the LSVAR procedure to the QDSVAR procedure, and with a close to
1 in samples of length typical to that in postwar data, the QDSVAR is
indistinguishable from the DSVAR. Beyond that, small-sample issues
do lead one specification to be preferred. Quasi-differencing lessens the
amount of Hurwicz-type small-sample bias in estimating the param-
eters of a highly correlated series like per capita hours. Thus, at least a
priori, the QDSVAR seems to be preferable to the LSVAR.
Nevertheless, the QDSVAR turns out to actually do worse than the
LSVAR. When CKM decompose the mean impulse response error into
small-sample bias and lag-truncation bias, we find that even though the
QDSVAR has smaller Hurwicz-type bias, it has a much larger lag-trun-
cation bias for reasonable parameters; the QDSVAR does worse. That
is a quantitative result, however. We are not sure that it holds in a large
class of models with a wide variety of parameters.Comment 87
3.4 Does Adding More Variables to the SVARs Help?
CEV argue that, even though for a wide variety of circumstances,
SVARs with long-run restrictions are uninformative, they can be infor-
mative in special cases—for example, when more variables are added
to an LSVAR. Contrary to the impression we get from CEV, there is no
disagreement on this point. Indeed, part of the point of CKM is to prove
analytically exactly what the special cases are.
A commonly cited example of an economy in which SVARs with long-
run restrictions work well is Fisher's (2006) model (see Fernandez-
Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent (2005)). CKM show that
Fisher's model is a special case of our Proposition 4, a case when
LSVARs can be informative. In this sense, we obviously agree with CEV
about the validity of our proposition. We do not think, however, that an
approach that works only in special cases has much to offer researchers
seeking a reliable, generally applicable tool.
4 The Common Approach with Short-Run Restrictions
The use of the common approach on SVARs with long-run restrictions
thus has little to recommend it. What about using it on SVARs with
short-run restrictions? CEV claim that with this type of SVAR, their
approach is a state-of-the-art technique that is useful for guiding the-
ory. They focus on short-run restrictions that are satisfied in models
which satisfy certain timing assumptions, often referred to as recursive
assumptions. CEV claim to show that when a model satisfies such an
assumption, SVARs with short-run restrictions perform remarkably
well in small samples. And CEV imply that, because of this finding,
this technique can be used broadly to distinguish promising models
from the rest.
Since the CKM work has nothing to do with short-run restrictions, I
have not studied the details of CEV's claims about how well the short-
run restrictions work in practice with small samples and therefore
have nothing to disagree with on these small-sample claims. Never-
theless, I do disagree with CEV's main message with respect to short-
run restrictions in this area. As other researchers do, CEV ignore two
critiques which seem to be widely thought of as devastating for much
of the literature that uses SVARs with short-run restrictions. These cri-
tiques are of a theoretical nature, not about some problems with smallKehoe
samples. These critiques thus imply that, regardless of how well the
short-run restrictions work with small samples, they are of little value
in guiding the development of a broad class of monetary research.
Hence, these critiques need to be addressed with a precise theoretical
argument, not with some small-sample results.
The main critique of the SVAR literature with short-run restrictions is
the Lucas and Stokey critique of Lucas and Stokey (1987). The point of this
critique is that the particular class of short-run identifying assumptions
made by CEV and related work in the short-run SVAR literature do not
apply to a broad class of models and hence are of little use in guiding
the development of a broad class of research.
The upshot of this critique is that some of the prominent researchers
in the short-run SVAR literature have drastically overreached the con-
clusions of their studies. The short-run identifying assumptions in their
work apply to only a tiny subset of monetary models, but the SVAR
results have been used to rule out models not in that tiny subset. This
mismatch between assumptions and models is a serious problem for
this work.
A simple way for researchers in the short-run literature using the
common approach to inoculate themselves from the Lucas and Stokey
critique is to include in an appendix a list of the papers in the existing
literature that satisfy their proposed identifying assumptions. Unfor-
tunately, for most of the identifying schemes that I have seen, that list
would be extremely short and would exclude most of the famous mon-
etary models that constitute the core of theoretical monetary econom-
ics. If researchers are able to invent new identifying schemes for which
this list is both broad and long, then this literature would have a much
greater impact on guiding the development of monetary theory than it
currently does. Doing so would constitute progress.
To understand my claim that the current literature is subject to the
Lucas and Stokey critique, consider the recursiveness assumption
itself. As Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1998, p. 68) explain, "The
economic content of the recursiveness assumption is that the time t
variables in the Fed's information set do not respond to the time t real-
izations of the monetary policy shock." To see how this assumption
might be satisfied in a model, note that if the monetary authority at
time t sets its policy as a function of time t variables, including output,
consumption, and investment, as it does in Christiano, Eichenbaum,
and Evans (2005), then the model must have peculiar timing assump-
tions in which, in a quarterly model, after a monetary shock is realized,
private agents cannot adjust their output, consumption, and invest-Comment 89
ment decisions during the remainder of the quarter. Whether or not
one agrees that this timing assumption is peculiar, it is irrefutable that
this timing assumption is not satisfied in the primary models in the
monetary literature. I illustrate this point in figure 1.17, which lists the
typical classes of models studied in monetary economics. (Technically,
for all the models in the large rectangle, the impulse responses from the
SVAR procedure do not converge in the relevant sense to the impulse
responses in the model, so that A. (p = <*>, T = °o) ^ D.(0).)
As an illustration of the claim that some of the short-run litera-
ture overreaches, consider the exposition by Christiano and Eichen-
baum (1999) of the research agenda of the monetary SVAR literature.
This exposition draws on the well-cited comprehensive survey by
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Figure 1.17
CEV's Recursiveness Assumption Does Not Apply to Most Monetary Models
(Representative Classes of Existing Monetary Models, Grouped Whether They Violate or
Satisfy CEV's Recursiveness Assumption)90 Kehoe
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (1998) of the short-run SVAR lit-
erature, which is the clearest statement of the research agenda of the
monetary SVAR literature that I could find.
Christiano and Eichenbaum (1999) start with a summary of the so-
called facts and a brief note that some identifying assumptions have
been used to establish them:
In a series of papers, we have argued that the key consequences of a contrac-
tionary monetary policy shock are as follows: (i) interest rates, unemployment
and inventories rise; (ii) real wages fall, though by a small amount; (iii) the
price level falls by a small amount, after a substantial delay; (iv) there is a per-
sistent decline in profits and the growth rate of various monetary aggregates;
(v) there is a hump-shaped decline in consumption and output; and (vi) the US
exchange rate appreciates and there is an increase in the differential between
US and foreign interest rates. See CEE [Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans]
(1998) for a discussion of the literature and the role of identifying assumptions
that lie at the core of these claims.
Christiano and Eichenbaum (1999) then go on to reject some models
that, they say, are not consistent with those facts. In particular, based
on their SVAR-established facts, they reject both Lucas' (1972) island
model and Lucas' (1990) liquidity model. These claims are clearly
overreaching. Since Lucas' two models in particular do not satisfy the
peculiar timing assumptions needed to justify the recursive identify-
ing assumption in the SVAR, how is it logically coherent to reject those
models based on the SVAR-established facts?
A potential objection to the Lucas and Stokey critique is that the
SVAR literature is not overreaching because some of the models that
violate the recursiveness assumption satisfy some other identifying
assumptions that researchers have made, and for these other assump-
tions, SVAR researchers have found similar qualitative patterns. The
second main critique of the short-run literature, the Uhlig critique of
Uhlig (2005), dismisses this objection. The Uhlig critique is that the
atheoretical SVAR specification searches are circular: "the literature just
gets out what has been stuck in, albeit more polished and with num-
bers attached" (Uhlig 2005, p. 383). Uhlig argues that the reason the
other identifying assumptions find similar answers is that the answers
are essentially built into the search algorithm. Uhlig suggests that the
algorithm used to find some SVAR results is, perhaps unconsciously, to
pick a pattern of qualitative results and then do an atheoretical search
over patterns of zeros, lists of variables to include, and periods of time
to study, so that the resulting SVAR impulse responses reproduce theComment 91
desired qualitative results. If this description is accurate, then I am sym-
pathetic with Uhlig's conclusion that not much is to be learned from
this branch of the short-run SVAR literature.
Note, again, that neither of these critiques would apply if, when
comparing models and data, researchers simply followed the Sims-
Cogley-Nason approach. Under that approach, the issue of whether
the identifying assumptions of an SVAR hold in a model doesn't come
up. The impulse responses from the SVAR on the data simply define
some sample statistics that are coherently compared to the analogous
statistics from the model. That is, now letting A^
s(p - 4, T = 180) and
A. (p = 4, T = 1801 9) denote the impulse responses obtained from an
SVAR with short-run restrictions, using standard (simulated) method-
of-moments logic, it makes perfect sense to compare these two even
though A! (p = °°, T = oo) * D.(0).
In sum, if the SVAR literature with short-run restrictions followed the
research agenda advocated by Sims (1989) and applied by Cogley and
Nason (1995), then it would be on firm statistical and logical grounds.
5 Concluding Remarks
Let me be clear about what I am advocating in practice. For research-
ers willing to make a quantitative comparison between a model and the
data, all I am advocating basically is changing several lines of computer
code—replacing the theoretical impulse responses, D;(0), with the more
relevant empirical responses derived from applying the SVAR procedure
to the model, Ai,{p - 4, T = 1801 0), in the relevant spots where the com-
parison between model and data is being made. For researchers who just
want to run SVARs in the data and chat about what it means for a model,
all I am advocating is a change in claims. Replace the claim about having
robustly discovered what happens after a particular type of shock with
a more precise claim about having documented what type of impulse
responses should arise in a model when an SVAR with 4 lags and 180
observations is run on the data from it. Changing these several lines of
code or text will vastly increase the intellectual impact of the approach.
It is puzzling to me that CEV and CKM seem to agree on two of the
three key facts; yet we somehow disagree on their primary implication.
We agree on these two facts about the common approach:
• The common approach sometimes makes large errors relative to the
Sims-Cogley-Nason approach. In particular, with long-run restrictions,92 Kehoe
SVARs do miserably unless technology shocks account for virtually all
of the fluctuations in output.
• The common approach sometimes excludes most models of interest
while the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach does not. For example, with
short-run restrictions, the recursive identifying assumptions apply to
only a tiny subset of the existing monetary models.
We disagree on one significant fact about interpreting the U.S. data:
• CEV argue that the evidence definitively implies that technology
shocks account for virtually all of the fluctuations in output. CKM
argue that while one can find statistics supporting this view, 20 years of
macroeconomic research and some simple statistics show that shocks
involving something other than technology play a sizable role in gener-
ating fluctuations in output and other variables.
And we disagree on the overriding implication of these facts:
• CEV argue that the common approach is a state-of-the-art technique
that can be saved with a mechanical fix and analyst restraint:
-For the long-run restriction branch of the SVAR literature, CEV
argue that a mixed OLS-Newey-West estimator essentially elimi-
nates the errors of the common approach.
-For the short-run restriction branch, CEV think that, in order to
avoid the over-reaching of some of the recent work in the area,
researchers should be much more careful to delineate exactly to
which work they claim their analyses apply. (This view is implicit in
their conference discussions of early drafts of CKM's work.)
• CKM argue, to the contrary, that the common approach is not a
state-of-the-art technique and that it should be abandoned in favor of
one that is. The Sims-Cogley-Nason approach has firm statistical and
theoretical foundations and thus avoids the type of statistical and logi-
cal errors of the common approach.
Beyond the specifics of the debate between CEV and CKM, my bot-
tom line is simple: Let's stop worrying about the size of the errors in the
old SVAR literature and instead start moving forward with the more
promising Sims-Cogley-Nason approach that has potential to help us
advance theory.Comment 93
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Endnotes
1. The idea of the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach is to compare the exact small-sample
distribution of the estimator from the model (with short lags) to the small-sample esti-
mate (with short lags) from the data. This is a contrast to the common approach, which
makes no attempt to deal with any of the issues that arise with a small sample. At a logi-
cal level, as long as the small-sample distribution is approximated well, either by hand,
which is exceedingly difficult, or by a computer, which is easy, the Sims-Cogley-Nason
approach seems to clearly dominate the common approach.
2. Note that, at least for the environment considered by CKM, since the Hurwicz-type
small-sample bias is small, the comparison of
A «
s(p = 4, T = 180) to A (p = 4, T = oo | 0)
would eliminate most of the error in the common approach and would allow the
researcher to use standard asymptotic formulas. We view this comparison as a rough-
and-ready approximation to the one in the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach.
3. This reasoning helps explain why the bulk of the real business cycle literature has
not adopted the unit root specification. In this sense, technically, the SVAR results really
have little to say about this literature. But that point has already been forcefully made by
McGrattan (2005).
4. Note that, as other parameters in the model shift, so does the size of af needed
to produce a certain volatility in hours. In this sense, whether or not a certain value of
<T,
2 is small or not should be judged by whether or not the model with this parameter can
produce the observed volatility of hours in the data.
5. The spectral density at frequency zero is defined as Sx(0) = lTk=_J,XtX't_k. The estima- tor of Newey and West (1987) is a truncated version of this sum that replaces population
moments with sample moments and weights these sample moments to ensure positive
definiteness.94 Kehoe
6. In an interesting recent paper, Dupaigne, Feve, and Matheron (2006) take a different
approach to show that while the DSVAR performs poorly in the laboratory of an eco-
nomic model, this poor performance has nothing to do with specification error. These
authors consider an economic model with nonstationary hours so that there is clearly no
"avoidable specification error" in the DSVAR. Nonetheless, they show that DSVARs per-
form poorly in short samples for exactly the same reasons that DSVARs perform poorly in
the CKM analysis. Dupaigne, Feve, and Matheron go on to show that the estimation pro-
cedures of structural models based on the common approach—in which parameters are
chosen to minimize the distance between the theoretical impulse responses and the SVAR
impulse responses—lead to systematically biased estimates. These authors argue that the
natural estimation procedure based on the Sims-Cogley-Nason approach resoundingly
dominates the procedure based on the common approach.
7. Part of the disagreement in this regard may come from a failure to precisely distinguish
between two types of noninvertibility problems. The type considered by Fernandez-
Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Sargent (2005) are nontrivial and difficult to deal with
without using a detailed economic theory. As Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and
Sargent (2005) discuss and Marcet (2005) and CKM show, however, the type of knife-edge
invertibility issues that come from differencing a stationary series are much more trivial
and are easy to deal with.
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1 Introduction
Sometimes structural VARs work. Sometimes they don't. That is, in
some situations SVARs can be used for reliable statistical inference about
structural features of the economy, while in other situations SVARs pro-
vide misleading inference. Whether or not a SVAR will work depends
on the structure of the economy and on the particulars of the SVAR.
There are three situations in which a SVAR will not work. First, a
SVAR will not work if it is based on faulty identification restrictions.
For example, VAR analysis based on an incorrect Wold causal ordering
of the errors will lead to faulty inference. This is widely understood.
Second, a SVAR will not work if the structural shocks under study can-
not be recovered from current and past values of the variables used in
the VAR. This is the "invertibility problem" discussed in the context of
VARs in Hansen and Sargent (1991, 2007), Lippi and Reichlin (1994),
and elsewhere. Third, a SVAR will not work when the data contain little
information about key parameters. Said differently, a SVAR is a sys-
tem of linear simultaneous equations and inference may be affected by
unreliable or "weak" instruments.
The paper by Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Vigfusson (CEV) concerns
the third problematic situation for SVARs. They use appropriately iden-
tified SVARs to study invertible model economies, thereby eliminating
concerns about the first two problems. In their model economies, they
vary the numerical value of parameters, and this changes the amount
of information in realizations from the models. This allows them to
determine the validity of statistical inferences based on SVAR analy-
sis for a range of the model's parameter values. In the context of the
models considered (a simple RBC model and a sticky-price variant),
they determine a range of values for the model parameters for which98 Watson
SVARs provide reliable inference about the dynamic effect of technol-
ogy shocks on employment, and a range of values of the model param-
eters for which SVAR inference is unreliable. They argue that the U.S.
economy is characterized by parameter values for which SVAR infer-
ence is reliable for the purpose of determining the effect of technology
shocks on employment.
While CEV provide a systematic numerical study of the question and
provide some intuition for their results, it is interesting to push a little
harder on the question of why their SVARs fail. Constructively, it is also
interesting to ask whether, in the context of the models used by CEV,
the reliability of a proposed SVAR can be diagnosed using standard sta-
tistical procedures. The comment focuses on these two questions. The
next section outlines a simplified version of the CEV model, and the
following section uses this simplified model to explain why the SVAR
worked for some parameter values, why it failed for others, and how
(in principle at least) this could have been determined by a statistical
test.
2 A Simplified Version of the Simple RBC Model
The two-shock RBC model discussed in section 2 of CEV leads to the
following equations for labor productivity, yt/lt, and employment, lt
Aln(y//() = yy -aAln(l) + (1 - a)\n(zt) + aAln(kt) (1)
ln(/t) = yx + axxu + a\n(zt) + a 2ln(zfl) + fl^ln^) (2)
where (2) includes both ln(zf) and ln(zf_1) to incorporate both the "Stan-
dard" and "Recursive" form of the model used by CEV. The simpli-
fied version of the model analyzed here suppressed the constant terms
and the terms involving the capital stock. Constants play no role in
the analysis; capital is more important because it affects the dynamics,
but with one exception discussed below, has no important affect on the
econometric features of the model that I will discuss.
Using CEV's AR(1) specification for xx t, Tlt = Pfi f_1 + df], a straightfor- ward calculation shows that, after eliminating the constants and capi-
tal, (l)-(2) can be rewritten as the VARComment 99
Jl^) - «Aln(g] (4)
- «Aln(/f_2)] + vt
where the VAR coefficients are fi0 = -f31 = -a, <p = pv yl = (az - ajy) /(I - a), and y= - azpl/(l - a); the VAR errors are r\t = (1 - d)oze
2t and vt -
3 Estimation and Inference in the SVAR
CEV are interested in estimating the dynamic effect of the technol-
ogy shock on employment. This would be easy if technology shocks
were observed. They can be constructed from (3) (up to scale) from
the observed data if the coefficients j5Q and /^ were known. Thus, I will
focus on estimating these coefficients. CEV discuss two restrictions that
identify these coefficients: a short-run restriction and long-run restric-
tion. I consider each in turn.
CEV's "short-run" restriction is that az = 0 in (2). This implies that the
VAR shock in the employment equation does not depend on the tech-
nology shock. That is, vt = apfil in equation (4). This restriction implies
that ln(/() is uncorrelated with r\i in (3), so that the coefficients in (3) can
be estimated by OLS. Standard theory shows that OLS performs well
in regressions involving stationary variables. Consistent with this, CEV
find the SVARs perform well using this short-run restriction. (A closer
look at the CEV results suggests some deterioration in the quality of
SVAR for longer IRF lags. This is probably caused by the high persis-
tence in lt (more on this below); with persistent regressors VAR impulse
response estimators are nicely behaved (approximately normal) for
short lags but have non-normal distributions at longer lags for reasons
discussed in Sims, Stock, and Watson (1990).)
CEV's "long-run" restriction is that long-run movements in Aln(t/(//f)
come solely from the (scaled) productivity shock r\t. With 101 < 1, this
equivalent to the restriction that f3Q = -fi1 in (3). Imposing this restric-
tion, (3) becomes
/t) + /7f (5)
where /? = /?0 = -J3V Equation (5) cannot be estimated by OLS because
Aln(/f) is correlated with r\t. It can be estimated by instrumental vari-100 Watson
ables if valid instruments can be found. Candidates are provided by
equation (4), which implies Aln(/() can be expressed as
Aln(/() = [0 - 1] x \n(ltj + rJAln^//^) - cxAln^)] (6)
+ y2[A\n(yt_2/lt_2) - aAln(/f_2)] + vr
Thus the variables ln(/f J, [A\n(ytl/ltl) - aAln{ltl)], and [Aln(yf_2//f 2) - aAln(/f 2)] are candidate instruments. Because these variables are
dated t - 1 and earlier, they are uncorrelated with 7]t, so they satisfy
the "orthogonality" condition for valid instruments. But a valid instru-
ment must also be "relevant," which means that it must be correlated
with Aln(/t). From (6), these instruments are valid if at least one of the
coefficients [(p - 1], yv or y2 are nonzero. If all of these coefficients are
zero, the instruments are not valid. If at least one of the coefficients is
non-zero and "large," standard theory suggests that the IV estimator
will perform well. If the coefficients are non-zero but "small," then the
instruments are "weak" in the sense of Staiger and Stock (1997), and
IV estimator will perform poorly. (Pagan and Robertson (1998), Cooley
and Dwyer (1998), and Sarte (1997) discuss the weak instrument prob-
lem in a model like this.) Evidently, the performance of the SVAR hinges
on the values of 0, yv and yr
In their two-shock models, CEV use two values of (/) (= p;): 0.986 in the
"CEV" parameterization and 0.952 in the "CKM" parameterization. In
both cases 0 - 1 is close to zero, suggesting a weak instrument problem
associated with ln(/( a). The size of y1 and y2 in (6) are governed by the
size of az and az in (2). These parameters govern the size of the effect
of the technology shock on employment. When this effect is small, yx
and y2 are small, [A\n(ytl/ltl) - aA\n(ltl)] and [A\n(yt_J\_2) - aAln(Zf_2)j are weak instruments, and the IV estimator will perform poorly. This
explains why CEV found that the SVAR model performed poorly when
the technology shock explained a small fraction of the variance of
employment.
In summary, in the context of the models and questions discussed in
CEV, standard SVAR analysis will be reliable when strong instruments
can be found for Aln(/f), but will be unreliable when only weak instru-
ments are available. Of course, instrument relevance is something that
can be checked in the data. For example, Staiger and Stock (1997) sug-
gest that an F-statistic less than ten in the "first-stage" regression is an
indication of a potential weak instrument problem. As CEV note, sev-Comment 101
eral papers have used long-run identified SVARs and post-war quar-
terly data to estimate the effect of technology shocks on employment.
A leading example is CEV (2003) which uses a version of (3)-(4) that
includes constants and additional lags. The first stage F-statistic for that
model ranges from 9 to 11 depending on the details of the specifica-
tions (number of lags, sample period, and so forth). Thus, based on the
Staiger-Stock rule of thumb (F > 10), there is cause for some (perhaps
slight) concern. But, the Staiger-Stock analysis uses stationary regres-
sors, and lt is highly persistent in the U.S. data. My suspicion, although
the details have not been worked out, is that the Staiger-Stock rule of
thumb is too small in this case. Thus, weak instruments may well be a
problem in SVAR specifications like those used in CEV (2003). (Interest-
ingly, weak instruments do not seem to be a problem when the SVAR is
specified using A/( in place of lt, as in Gali (1999) and Francis and Ramey
(2005). The first stage F for these SVARs is greater than 30.)
Finally, it is useful to discuss two other interesting findings in CEV:
That the long-run SVAR performs well when it utilizes knowledge of
the true value of the zero-frequency spectrum of A\n(yt/lt) and ln(/f),
and that some of these gains can be achieved using a non-VAR based
estimator of the zero-frequency spectrum. To see why the zero-fre-
quency spectrum helps, consider an extreme case in which yx = y2 = 0
in (6), so that ln(/M) is the only potential instrument. In this case, the IV
estimator of /? in (5) is (5
IV = 7t
OLS/{<j) - 1) where 7t
0LS is the OLS estima-
tor from the regression of Aln(yf//f) onto ln(/fl) and 0 is an estimator
of (p. Because <p - 1 is close to zero, small sampling error in 0 leads to
large (and non-Gaussian) sampling error in J3
IV. (This is another way
of characterizing the weak-instrument problem.) If the value of 0 was
known, then the problem would be eliminated, and if sampling error
in (j) could be reduced, then the problem would be mitigated. Not sur-
prisingly the zero-frequency spectrum of the series provides a lot of
information about 0, which is incorporated in the SVAR when the spec-
trum is known. This explains the good performance of the SVAR that
uses the true value of the zero-frequency spectrum. The performance of
the SVAR that uses the non-VAR estimator of the zero-frequency spec-
trum is somewhat more mysterious. My guess is that something like
the following is going on: When capital is included in the model, the
data are described by a VARMA model, so that the VAR needs a large
number of lags to adequately capture the model's long-run dynam-
ics. This leads to truncation bias in the estimated value of 0 computed
using a short-lag VAR, and this truncation bias is eliminated using the102 Watson
alternative estimator proposed by CEV. Analyzing the properties of
this SVAR estimator would be interesting and non-standard because it
relies on an inconsistent estimator of the zero-frequency spectrum. (The
estimator used by CEV uses an untruncated Bartlett kernel.) Kiefer and
Vogelsang (2002) and Miiller (2005) discuss the usefulness of this incon-
sistent estimator in other contexts.
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Lawrence Christiano responded to a number of points made by Ellen
McGrattan in her presentation of Patrick Kehoe's comment. First, he
disagreed with the view that the appropriate way to conduct the line
of research in which he and his coauthors were engaged was to run a
VAR on the data from the model, and then run the same VAR on data
from the actual economy, and compare the two. While he said that he
was generally sympathetic to this approach, he thought that this was
not the appropriate approach for the problem they were studying. In
their case, they were trying to assess how well a VAR estimator is able
to estimate a particular feature of a model, namely how hours respond
to a productivity shock. He thought that for this sampling theory ques-
tion, the approach they used was the appropriate one.
Christiano agreed with McGrattan that the conclusions of VAR anal-
ysis using first differenced data could be very misleading. He, however,
felt that the fact that VARs are sensitive to first differencing was not a
reason to throw out VARs. He pointed out that many other statistical
procedures, such as correlations, are sensitive to first differencing, but
this has not led economists to discard these other procedures.
Christiano then commented that it was true that in the context of
RBC models, the VARs they estimate with long run restrictions tend
to produce very large confidence intervals. He said that this was due
to the fact that sampling uncertainty is big in data coming from RBC
models. He stressed that VARs are good in that they will correctly
tell the researcher that the sampling uncertainty is large and that
there is not much information in the data generated by the RBC model.
Christiano then stressed that VARs work very well with short run
restrictions and that the VAR literature that relies on short run restric-
tions has had a large impact on how macroeconomists think about busi-
ness cycles.104 Discussion
Christiano and Christopher Sims both questioned Kehoe's dismissal
of short run restrictions as not being implied by rational expectations
models. Christiano remarked that an equilibrium condition in an eco-
nomic model will imply zero restrictions in a VAR whenever the VAR
includes more variables than does the equilibrium condition. Sims
remarked that in a paper with Tao Zha, he had analyzed a DSGE model
and shown that a short run identifying restriction of the type usually
used in the VAR literature was consistent with this model.
Edward Prescott remarked that there are many exciting and inter-
esting puzzles in macroeconomics on issues of great importance, such
as the fact that labor supply in Europe is depressed by 30 percent and
the fact that Japan has lost a decade of growth due to low productivity
growth. In light of these facts, he felt it was unfortunate that the discus-
sion in this session seemed to be about how many angels can dance on
the head of a pin.
Prescott also remarked that the Lucas critique had taught economists
that estimating structural VARs is inconsistent with dynamic economic
theory. Sims responded that he felt it was great to get input on statistical
methods from Real Business Cycle theorists.
Sims commented that it was always something of a mystery why
researchers should expect an exact match between the number of struc-
tural shocks and the number of variables they happened to include in
their VAR. He noted that in a paper with Zha, he had shown that it
was not in fact necessary to have an exact match of this kind, and that
in their model, the monetary policy shocks were well identified even
though the system was not invertible.
Sims wondered why Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan had turned their
original critique of Gali and Rabanal into a critique in which they claimed
that SVARs were no good in general. He wanted to be sure that they
were not trying to argue against all probability based inference because
in his opinion much of the discussion had that flavor. Sims suggested
that if Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan were going to conclude that SVARs
were no good in general that they should suggest an alternative meth-
odology. Chari replied that in their paper on Business Cycle Accounting
they had advanced one alternative procedure and that more generally
there were many kinds of state space procedures that could provide an
alternative to VARs. Chari noted that a drawback of all these alternative
procedures was that they relied somewhat more heavily on assumptions
about the structure of the economy. He felt, however, that the minimalist
approach embodied in SVARs seemed not to be very useful.Discussion 105
Sims remarked that the weak instruments problem Mark Watson had
discussed in his comment was easily dealt with by using likelihood
based inference, even in the case when the instruments are highly auto-
correlated.
Chari felt that the SVAR procedure as originally envisioned by
Blanchard and Quah and later applied by many other authors was
"totally cool stuff." This opinion was based on the fact that the SVAR
literature came up with strong, clear, and confident results that held
the promise of allowing researchers to reject certain classes of models
and focus on other classes. He then explained that all he, Kehoe, and
McGrattan had wanted to do in their paper was to subject SVARs to a
simple test. If they generated data from a model where they knew what
the response of hours to a productivity shock was, would a SVAR be
able to identify that the data came from the model? He noted that the
examples in their paper did not raise questions about VARs in general,
but rather only attempted to assess how good SVARs are at identify-
ing whether data is generated from the particular model they specified.
Their findings were that when demand shocks are important, then the
SVAR does not perform particularly well.
Chari then remarked that different papers in the SVAR literature
analyzing the same question had found very different results based on
seemingly small differences in the variables being used. In reply, Martin
Eichenbaum disagreed that the differences in the data were small. He
furthermore noted that when the sample was restricted to a more recent
sample period where the differences in the data were in fact small, the
differences in results disappeared.